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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA

NORTHERN DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

V.	 CIVIL ACTION

VICTOR B. ATKINS, et al.	 NO. 2584

Defendants.

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
SUPPLEMENTAL RELIEF

I

INTRODUCTION

A. History of the Case

The complaint was filed

the Civil Rights Act of 1957.

case came on for three days in

1962 the District Court denied

although it did issue an injun,

in April 1961 pursuant to

The initial trial of the

May 1962. On November 15,

the requested relief,

=tion whereby the Board was

directed to allow rejected applicants to re-apply for

registration after 60 days from the date of their rejec-

tion. (United States v. Atkins, S.D. Ala. 1962, 210

F. Supp. 441.)



On September 30, 1962, the judgment of the District

Court was reversed and the cause was remanded for pro-

ceedings not inconsistent with the ourt's opinion. United

States v. Atkins, 5th Cir., 1963, 323 F. 2d 733.

The District Court was directed to issue a specific

mandatory injunction. The Court of Appeals, speaking

to the district Court, said that the terms of the mandatory

injunction were designed to improve the Board's pro-

cedures in testing applicants for registration so that

(1) in the future the bona fides of the registrars would

be a matter of clear public record and (2) if the regis-

trars have not been acting in good faith, the injunction

would serve to bring out into the open any discrimination

practiced, so that appropriate steps may be taken to

correct it. United States v. Atkins, 5th Cir. supra 745.

At the trial on the merits and on the appeal the

United States strenuously urged the court to apply the

freezing principle in issuing its decree. The District

Court flatly refused to do this saying that:

"The Department of Justice should recognize
the work of the present Board and not insist on
litigating over past inequities. To hold that
inequities once committed cannot later be
legally corrected is not sound. . . . The
Department of Justice was quite correct in
instituting this suit, for as I have said, the
previous Board did not carry out its obligations
impartially. In fact, its members did not
carry out their obligations as registrars accord-
ing to law. Let the Department of Justice
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continue to correct the inequities that, I am
sure, exist in many quarters. But let it not
only be satisfied, but in fact let it and the
whole country be proud of the job now being
done by the present Board of Registrars of
Dallas County.

. . . When this suit was originally filed
there was cause to believe that the Board as
then constituted engaged in acts or practices
contrary to the provisions of that Act. But
in the process of enforcing the provisions of
the Act, the primary purpose for which it was
designed is not best served by an overzealous
endeavor to bring the present Board before a
court of equity for infractions of the law per-
petrated by its predecessors, or for acts of
judgment over which honest minds may differ."

On appeal the Court of Appeals also refused to

grant freezing relief although it recognized the freez-

ing principle and indicated that in an appropriate factual

case, if the freezing effect was so great as to amount

to an injustice, it should be applied.	 The District

Court was told to make that determination when the

specific facts and figures were before it. United States

v. Atkins, 5th Cir. s ra 745.

Since the decision of the Court of Appeals in the
Atkins case, the same court has without hesitation granted
freezing relief. United States v. Duke, 332 F.2 759.
In effect, the Atkins case has been limited to the specific
facts which were before the court, i.e. a new Board operat-
ing whom the 1"istrict Court had found to be exceedingly
praiseworthy had registered 92% of 480 white applicants
and 62% of 114 Negro applicants.
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On October 29, 1963, the United States applied

to the District Court for an order requiring the defendants

to show cause why they should not speed up registration

so that all citizens of Dallas County who desired to

apply to register would have an opportunity to do so. This

application was based on the affidavit of John Doar which

stated that during the fall registration period ? /

following the Court of ppeals opinion, the Board was

processing applicants at a much slower rate than had been

their practice in the past. The affidavit stated that

on February 5, 1962 the current Board received 83 applica-

tions and processed 102 applications which had previously

been filed;3 / that large numbers of Negroes had been

there to apply on the registration days between October 15

and October 28 but had not been able to do so because

of the Board's practice of only permitting a maximum of

In the fall of odd numbered years Boards of Registrars
in Alabama hold 30 special registration days between
October and December. The Dallas County Board had
scheduled registration days during the week of October 7
and from October 13 through November 4.

3/ The applications from which these statittic:i were
obtained are all part of the record in the initial case
and the court has indicated that it will take judicial
notice of all of this evidence.



G( people to receive priority numbers and processing

an average of 30 to 33 applicants per day. The court

declined to act on this application but on November 1,

1953 it did issue the following injunction which was

personally served on each of the defendant registrars

on November 2, 1963.

"... The defendants, Victor B. Atkins,
Aubrey C. Allen and Joseph B:,;b. Registrars of
Voters of Dallas County, Alabama, their agents,
employees, successors, and all persons acting
in concert with them be, and each is hereby
enjoined from:

1. Engaging in any act or practice intended
to result or the probable effect of which would
be to result in racial discrimination in the
registration for voting in Dallas County;

2. Rejecting applicants for errors or
omissions in the questionnaire when other answers
or information reveal that the applicant is
qualified;

3. Using the questionnaire as an examina-
tion or test, unless the Registrars present to
the court and propose to use a definite set of
standards for the grading of questionnaires,
which said standards shall meet with the approval
of the court as complying with state and federal
law;

4. Asking applicants oral questions,
unless the questions comply with state and federal
law, and unless the defendant Registrars and
their successors in office keep records of the
exact questions asked of and answers given by
each applicant;

5. Rejecting applicants for lack of good
character, not evidenced by convictions for crime
specified in the Constitution or laws of Alabama,
without giving the applicant notice and an
opportunity for a hearing.
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It is further ORDERED that the
Registrars and their successors make

records of the exact reasons for the
of any applicant and to reveal these
any applicant who inquires as to spe
for his rejection."

defendant
and preserve
rejection
reasons to
cific reasons

Following the service of the Injunction, the Board

discussed its contents as well as the contents of the

opinion of the Court of Appeals, among themselves, with

its attorneys and with the attorney from the Attorney

General's Office in the State of Alabama.

On November 19, 1963 the plaintiff filed a motion

under Rule 34 for inspection and photographing of the

registration records. This motion was granted on Novem-

ber 26, 1963 and the records were photographed on

November 27 and	 , 1963.

On February 4, 1964 the United States filed a

motion pursuant to Rule 34 for an additional order

authorizing inspection and photographing of the registra-

tion records. On March 6, 1964, prior to the time that

this Rule 34 motion came on for hearing, the United States

filed a notice of motion and motion for an order requir-

ing the defendants to observe specific requirements for

registration; to register certain applicants; and for

a finding of a pattern or practice of discrimination.

This motion was set for hearing on March 30, 1964. This
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motion was based upon the affidavit of John Doar which

stated that based upon the analysis of the records

photographed in November 1963:

(a) The percentage of rejections by the
defendants of applications for registration has
more than doubled since the trial in U. S. v.
Atkins which was concluded on May 4, 1962. Up
to the time of trial, the defendants had rejected
39% of all applications filed by Negroes and
9% of all applications filed by white persons.
From the time of the trial to November 18, 1963,
the defendants have rejected 89% of all applica-
tions filed by Negroes and 24.0% of all applica-
tions filed by white persons. Total registration
in Dallas County is now about 300 Negroes and
about 9,200 white persons. Appendix I, which
is attached hereto and incorporated herein,
shows these statistics in more detail.

(b) Of the 445 rejected applications filed
by Negroes during the period May 4, 1962 through
November 18, 1963, 175 were applications of
Nogroes with t°:Telve or more years of education,
including twenty-one with sixteen years of educa-
tion and one with a Master's Degree. This includes
eleven Negro school teachers and at least twenty-
two Negro typists and file clerks.

(c) 45.8% of the rejected applications of
Negroes were rejected for failure to answer to
the satisfaction of the defendants oral questions
regarding government.

(d) In October 1963, after the decision
of the United States Court of Appeals in U. S. v.
Atkins and after Negroes commenced a voter
registration drive in Dallas County, the defend-
ants began requiring applicants to read and
explain the Ninth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States. This test was as follows:

Read Article IX - Reserved rights of
people -- The enumeration in the Con-
stitution of certain rights, shall not
be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by the people. Explain or give
the meaning of this in your own words.
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(e) The defendants have been rejecting

applicants for registration, even though
they are literate and loyal, on account of the
applicants' having made errors or omissions in

answering questions on the form relating to

loyalty.

(f) On eleven of the fourteen registration
days in October 1963, sixty or more persons
waited in line to register, but the average
number of persons allowed to fill out forms was
thirty-six. In previous years up to 148 applica-
tions had been processed in a single day.

Applications are filled out in a room
which at most can accommodate six applicants.
I know of no effort by the defendants to arrange
for facilities adequate to accommodate the large
number of prospective applicants. Some appli-
cants have had to wait in line on two or three
days before they could fill out application
forms. On October 7, 1933, over 200 persons
waited in line to register, of whom at least
170 were Negroes. The registration records
photographed by the United States indicate that
.seven white persons aid one Negro were registered
that day; thirteen white persons and thirty-
three Negroes were rejected. About 140 persons
did not get an opportunity to fill out applica-
tion forms.

(g) The notice which the defendants send
to the rejected applicants normally states that
the applicant "failed to answer correctly one
or more pertinent questions". Applicants are
not notified which questions or which tests they
missed.

The affidavit also stated that in February 1964

the defendants had begun to use a new application form

which included a test of the applicants' knowledge of

government, an oral reading test, and a test of writing

from dictation; that the Board was using this test

although it had not filed with the court any document

containing a set of standards that the defendants planned
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to use in grading the questionnaires or tests. On

March 18 the District Court granted in part the

February 4 motion for inspection and photographing but

limited the order to "copying or photographing."

On March 23 the hearing of the plaintiff's

March 6 motion was continued at the request of the United

States. On September 2, 1964, the District Court set the

case down for trial commencing on October 5. On

September 16, 1964, the court granted a third motion

of the plaintiff under Rule 34 for inspection and copying

but limited the order to those applications which had

been pending before the Board more than 30 days. When

the case came on for hearing the initial witness who

was called was the Chairman of the Board, Victor B. Atkins.

During the initial questioning of Mr. Atkins, there was

considerable 3: us °rcn a: to thescpe of the hearing.

Following a short recess this exchange occurred:

Mr. Madison: Would your Honor let the record

show we are trying not only the matters that

are incorporated within Civil Action designated

256 but also the contempt proceedings which

are separate and distinct from this.

The Court: Which arise out of that same case?

Mr. Madison: Yes, sir.

The Court: Yes sir, I think that is all right.

- 9 -



B. History of Registration from 1952 to April 16, 1962

Between 1952 and the date of the first trial

in the Atk^.ns case, the Board of Registrars of Dallas County

used a four-page registration application form and question-

naire which is authorized by the Alabama statute. The form

of the specific questions was prescribed by the Supreme

Court of Alabama and its purpose was to aid the registrars

in determining whether the applicant possessed the requisite

qualifications. Although the Alabama Constitution and

statutes which authorize the use of the questionnaire pro-

vide' that the questionnaire shall be answered in writing

by the applicant without assistance, they do not provide that

the applicant must answer every question or that every ques-

tion must be answered in a certain way or that the applicant

must answer thirty per cent, fifty per cent, or seventy-

five per cent of the questions before he can become a regis-

tered vot=e. On the contrary, they provide that the ques-

tionnaire "shall be so worded that the answers thereto will

place before the registrars information necessary or proper

to aid them to pass upon the qualifications of each appli-

cant." §31, Title XVII. Neither has the Supreme Court of

Alabama issued any written instructions with respect to

that questionnaire which would suggest that it must be filled

out fully and completely; that some questions were more

important than others; that each or any of the questions

relate to substantive qualifications; or that any specific

number or percentage of the questions must be answered
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correctly or perfectly. The application and questionnaire

contains no instructions as to the manner in which it is to

be filled out; as to which questions are more important than

others; or that the applicant will be denied registration

if he does not answer some or all of these questions cor-

rectly.

Under this system, between January 1952 and Decem-

ber 1960 the various registrars of Dallas County registered

4,420 white applicants and only 88 Negroes. From June 1954

until December 1960, only 14 Negroes were registered. The

record is replete with instances of educated and obviously

qualified Negroes who were rejected by earlier boards.

The Negro witnesses about whom proof was allowed„ 4 I

who applied during the period 1952 to 1960, filed a total of

67 applications. Of these witnesses, two were doctors, six

were college graduates, two had some college education, two

4 After the Government had called a number of witnesses
to demonstrate the practices of the earlier boards, Judge
Thomas said he "saw no necessity for the Government putting
on further cumulative testimony as to the acts of the old
boards," and he agreed with Government counsel that the
plaintiff had "established a prima facie case of a pattern
of discrimination of the old board. The Government stated
that it had a number of additional Negro witnesses it would
call to testify to their experiences under the earlier
boards.
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were high school graduates and one had a sixth grade educa-

tion.

By way of contrast to the blanket rejection of the

Negroes, white applicants were registered without being

required to meet any standard. One such white applicant was

a painter with a third grade education who testified that,

"I don't read. I just sign my own name," and who admitted

that the only writing on his application form that was in

his own hand was his signature in various paces on the form

(T. i2)-129). Oliver Nichols, Sr., white, who has a fourth

grade education, testified that "I can write pretty good,

but I cannot read too good" (T 9s 	 1'}1)., and further

testimony revealed that some of the words he wrote on the

application form ' 6 ,-. A^.3134) were spelled out for him and

that he could not read Question 20 on the form. He was

registered. Another white applicant who was registered,

Sadie Lois Levi, a waitress with a fifth grade education

(T. 113) , testified that she filled ott what she }knc-u on t1 	 gm

and that Mr. Majors, a former registrar, filled out what she

did not know in his own handwriting ;('P. 112). Asked to read

the question which asks, "will you support and defend the

Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the

State of Alabama," she said "I do not know how to pronounce

them words." T . yl^.) . And Lois Dye, who was registered in

1959, and who had completed approximately the ninth grade

(T. 103), testified that she asked someone in the Registration
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office to fill out her form	 .A-J115  *T, 1"03-_! D4)., that

the lady "didn't seem to want to fill it out," but, as it

happened, "she [the lady] filled it out" (( TT'^ 10'x,), asking

Mrs. Dye the questions and transcribing the answers on the

form. Finally, Herman IvicKee, another white applicant, applied

for registration in 1957 before Mr. Howard Crandall, a regis-

trar (.T, ;`).	 Mr. McKee testified that Mr. Crandall filled

out the application form (G.Ex. A-2650) for him t,2, , a1'

92), and that the only handwriting of Mr. McKee's on the

form was his signature and the phrase "Dallas County."

1 -

The undisputed evidence shows that of 1,051 applications

surveyed, 493 (or 47%) were filled out in whole or in part

by someone other than the person signing as the applicant.

Mr. Crandall, who filled out Mr. McKee's application, above,

wrote in, as the answer to the question concerning the

duties and obligations of citizenship, the following:

"obedience to the laws and support of the Constitution."

This same answer in precisely the same language appears on

1160 other accepted applications of white persons. Even

when white applicants filled out application forms in their

own hand, the registrars disregarded errors and omissions

therein.

Upon assuming office in June of 1961, after this suit

was filed, the present board of registrars adopted new

requirements which must be satisfied by each applicant.
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Two of these requirements are pertinent here. First, the

new board used the application form as a test or examination

which it graded. The consequences of failure to comply with

this requirement, however, were by no means standardized.

Second, the board asked applicants to answer oral questions

about the meaning of the Constitution of the United States

and the Constitution of Alabama. In addition, the board

occasionally required applicants to define certain terms

appearing on the application form, such as "secular", though

the board could not clearly explain how it determined whether

to ask such questions to any given applicant.

C. The Decision of the Court of Appeals

After the Court of Appeals had reviewed the history

of registration in Dallas County, Alabama, from 1952 to

April 16, 1962, the Court ruled on the case. Some of the

statements that it made are extremely important to a fair

consideration of the matters now before the Court. Briefly,

the opinion contained the following principles and criteria:

1. In General

a. The right to vote is one of the
most important and powerful priv-
ileges which our democratic form
of government has to offer. Although
state governments may regulate this
right, they are subject to close
judicial scrutiny when doing so and
are limited by the Fourteenth Amend-
rnent.

b. The practices of the Board warrant
close inspection of the future
activities of the registrars.
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2. Content of Questions and Tests

a. The statutory limitation of reason-
ableness goes far to bring a proper
use of the questionnaire into com-
pliance with the United States Con-
stitution.

b. The Board may ask oral questions if
they relate to the qualifications of
the applicant and if they are reason-
able.

c. The Board cannot continue asking oral
questions unless it decides on a
specific set of questions which meet
the requirements of uniformity, ob-
jectivity, and standardization.

3. Standards for Grading

a. Most important are those practices
of the present Board which make it
difficult, if not impossible, to
determine whether the Board is dis-
criminating. These practices include
the grading of the questionnaire as
a test and the lack of any standard
whatever for grading the questionnaire.

b. The Board has no standards by which it
may determine what is a correct answer.

c. A system which is fair and without
discrimination must be devised for
grading the answer.

4. Protection Against Future it itrary_ and
Discriminatory Practices

a. The Board has no set questions nor
any method of determining which
questions a particular applicant is
asked.

b. The Board keeps no record of the
questions asked or the answers given.

c. The practices of the Board warrant
close inspection of the future activ-
ities of the registrars.
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d. A system for selecting the ques-
tins asked of any particular appli-
cant must be devised. It must be a
system which is fair and without
discrimination.

e. Records should be kept of the exact
questions asked and the answers
thereto.

f. The improvements in procedure sug-
gested in this opinion are designed
to make in the future the bona fides
of registrars of clear public record.

D. History of Re gistration Since Mater:5, 1962,

As to the contents of the registration tests, after

the first trial the board did not change its practice of usinc.

qucstjo	 a as an examination, nor did it change its prac-

tice of testing applicants' knowledge by asking them oral

questions about government. Exactly what questions were

asked at any particular time or how many questions were asked

any particular applicant: is impossible to determine. The

records of the board contain self-serving data purporting to

reflect that standard questions were asked each applicant

during particular periods. Assuming, but not conceding this

to be the fact, these questions were as follows:

Period Used

Prior to May 1962
trial and continuing
through June 1963

Questions Used

"What is the Constitution of
the United States?"
'•hat is the Constitution of
Alabama? "_/

5/Notation by the Board - "These questions are not
technical in any sense. Just your opinions expressed in a
few simple words of the man in the street, so to speak. We
ask everyone coming before the Board these questions. Now
take your time and think it over for a moment or two."
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Julys 1962	 "What are the Branches of the
Government as authorized by
the United States Constitution?"
"By the Alabama Constitution?"J

August, 1962	 "Define in not more than one
September, 1962	 sentence what is a citizen of
October, 1962	 the United States as covered by
November, 1962	 the Federal Constitution?"
December, 1962	 "In only one sentence what is a
January, 1963	 citizen of Alabama?"7 /
February, 1963	 "What is the Constitution of

the United States?"

March, 1963	 "Under the Federal Constitution,
April, 1963	 what are the principle divi-

sions of Government and the
functions of each?"J

May, 1963	 "l. Define in the words of the
June, 1963	 man in the street,nothing

technicai 130, na Fide, .

"2. Define in the words of the
man in the street, nothing
technical, *secular'.

"3. t-That form of government
do you prefer?

f Note by the Board - "Note be sure to ask the same
questions to all applicants." These questions were supposedly
adopted on July 9, 1962 and m j not have been used at the
July 2, 1962 meeting.

Note by the Board - "The following questions have
been adopted for the month of August. . . . (questions as above)
The Board expressly decided in September and October to con-
tinue using the same questions. There is nothing in its
minutes of November to indicate that it changed the questions.
In December the Board decided to "continue using the same
questions used the preceding month." In its first meeting in
January it "decided that the questions remain the same for this
period."

-$-/ Note by the Board - "The question to be used in March
is the same with different wording as the one used on July 9,
1962.

There is an indication that the Board changed its ques-
tion during April.
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"	 How are L{ sderal laws
• made ?

July, 1963

"5. 'vthatconstitutes Con-
gress?" 9 f

"l. Who is in charge of the
executive division of the
Fed. Govt.

"2. Name not less than three
of his duties."

August, 1963	 "1. Who is in charge of the
executive division of the
Fed. Govt.

"2. Name not less than three
of his duties.

(3?) Who is the Vice Presi-
dent?

How is he elected?

Name the duties of the
Vice President.

4. What powers do the (sic)
Constitution reserve to
the State of Alabama or
its people?" 10/

September, 1963
October, 1963 until
October 28, 1963

"1. Who or what makes the law
of the land?

"2. Who represents you in the
Federal House of Repre-
sentatives?

"3. Name at least two duties
of a Federal Senator."

yJ Probably the first two questions, defining "Bonafide"
and "secular," were used for the May 6, 19€;::3 meeting. Cer-
tainly the last three questions were adopted for the first
time at the May 20, 1963 meeting for use at that meeting, and
all five questions were then used.

-/ A note in the minutes of the August 5, 1963 meeting
says: "a new question added:" and goes on to list the 3 ques-
tions about the Vice President. Question No. 4 is not men-
tioned in the minutes of August 5 or August 19 meetings but
is recorded in the back of the minute book. Probably the last
question was added for the August 19 meeting.
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October 23, 1963 to 	 '.'Read - Article 9 -
November 3, 1963	 "Reseved rights of people - The

enumeration in the Constitution,
of certain rights, shall not be
construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people.
Explain or give the meaning of
this in their (sic) own
words. "11/

Following service of the District Court's injunction on

the board, the only change in practice which the board adopted

was to reduce the oral question about Article IX of the Con-

stitution to writing and the requirement that the answers be

in writing. This practice continued through the end of 1963.

In January 1964 the applicants were still required to

meet the questionnaire test and to answer correctly a question

requiring knowledge of how many representatives were accred-

ited to Alabama and why.. In February 1964 the defendants,

without consulting the Court, began to use Insert Part III,

a new form they had received from the Secretary of State's

office of the State of Alabama. On January 14, 1964 the

Supreme Court of Alabama prescribed a new and different appli-

cation form to be used by the Boards of Registrars throughout

the State. This new application form included a page

labeled "Insert Part III", which contained a test to be used

as part of the questionnaire. This test contained four ques-

tions +-est?.ng the applicant's knowledge of government and four

There was no notation in the meetings of October
1963 until the October 28 meeting that the Board had changed
their question. There was no notation in November 1963 or
December 1963 to indicate that the Board changed after Decem-
ber 1963.
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exerpts from the Constitution, one or more of which are to be

read by the applicant to the registrar, and a space for the

applicant to write from the dictation of a registrar several

words from the Constitution. The Supreme Court's order pro-

vided for twelve of these inserts -- a different one to be

used each month. A total of twenty-four different questions

on government and nineteen provisions of the Constitution

appeared on the twelve Part III Inserts,

The Board used this test with some modifications through

August 1964. In administering the dictation test the Board

used the following words to test the applicant's ability to

spell and to understand.

Period Used

February 17, 1964

Words Used

1. capitation
2. eminent
3. emolument
4. tribunals
5. writ

The forms indicate that t
were given to all applicants.

March 2 - 18, 1964 	 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

he above words

authorized
enumeration
incompatible
inhabitant
legislature

The forms indicate that the above words
were given to all applicants.

April 6, 1964	 1. citizen
2. establish
3. posterity
4. tranquility
5. qualification

The forms indicate that the above words
were given to all applicants.
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Period Used	 Wo

April 20, 1964	 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

rds Used

affirmation
impeachment
expiration
citizen
establish
posterity
tranquility
qualification

On April 20, five words were given to
each applicant from a list of 8 words (see
Minute Book, April 4, 1964). The forms
indicate that all 22 Negro applicants were
given "tranquility", while none of the 3
whites (all accepted) were given "tranquility."

May 6 - 18, 1964 1.
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

constitution
representatives
composition
apportionment
vacancies
manner
election
equally

appellate
counterfeiting

The Minute Book for May 6, 1964 libts
the above 10 words from which five spelling
words were to be chosen for each applicant,
presumably for the month of May. On May 6
there were 6 applicants, all white. The
forms indicate that all of the words 1
through 0 were given at least once on May 6,
But neither "appellate" or "counterfeiting"
appear on any of the 6"forms. On May 18 there
were 12 Negro and 4 white applicants. The
forms indicate that 9 of the 12 Negroes were
given both "appellate" and "counterfeiting"
and that 1 Negro was given "appellate" but
not "counterfeiting". Also, the-words
' ppeilate" and "counterfeiting" appear at
the bottom of the list of 10 words and ap-
pear to be written in a different handwriting
from that in which the first 8 words are
written. Or at least a different pen was used.
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June 3 - 15, 1964 1. consuls
2. misdemeanor
3. occasion
4. disciplining
5, inferior
6. privileged
7. concurrence
8. behavior

The forms don't reveal any major
deviation from a random selection of 4
words from the above list for each appli-
cant. They indicate, however:

(1) That the word "misdemeanor'' was
given to at least 8 of the 14
Negro applicants; and was given
to 1 of 7 whites;

(2) That the word "disciplining" was
given to at least 7 of the 14
Negroes, but to only 2 of the 7
whites.

July 6 - 10, 1964 1. infringed
2. impartial
3. seizures
4. ratification
J Q deriving
6. intoxicating
7. prohibited
0. despotism

The forms do not reveal any major
deviation from the above list for each
applicant.
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August 12, 1964 1. succession
2. insurrection
3. rebellion
4. affirmation
5. seized
6. mil±.tia

The forms do not reveal any major
deviation from a random selection of 5
words from the above list for each appli-
cant.

In May of 1964 the defendants, w-*.thout instruction from

the State of Alabama, added to these tests the requirement

that the applicant must give a satisfactory interpretation of

one of the excerpts of the Constitution printed on Insert No.

III.

On August 26, 1964 the Supreme Court of Alabama ordered

the Boards of Registrars throughout the state to use a revised

form of Insert Part III. According to the order, this revised

form was necessary because of the passage of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act. This now Insert Part III is a different test

from that which had been previously used. The test consists

of eight questions, four testing the applicant's knowledge

of government and four testing the applicant's comprehension

and reasoning ability based on written excerpts from the

United States Constitution; and a dictation test administered

by the registrar from one or more of the excerpts of the

United States Constitution. There are 100 different forms of

this test. A total of 399 different questions and 139 dif-

ferent excerpts from substantially all of the Constitution are

used in making up the test. The 399 questions on the test

are phrased so that some require a "True" or "False" answer;

some give the applicant a multiple choice; an.d some require

a fact answer, with no alternatives being suggested. The
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questions testing the applicant's knowledge of government

include questions about the federal and state Constitutions;

the structure of the federal and state governments; the iden-

tity of federal and state officers; the requirements for

holding federal and state offices; the length of the terms

of the federal and state offices; the duties of federal and

state officers; voter registration requirements; and the

geographical location of centers of government. sixty

selected q uts from this test j 	 the

type of questions used. These illustrations are:
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Revised Insert 1 	 1. A proposed change in the
state c-•nst tution is
called a proposed

Revised Insert 2	 1. Is it lawful for the state
of Alabama to borrow money?

Revised Insert 3	 1. To what county official are
poll taxes paid?

Revised Insert 3 3. What words are required by
law to be on all coins and
paper currency of the
United States?

Revised Insert 6	 4. By a majority vote of the
members of the congress,
the congress can change
provisions of the Consti-
tution of the United
States iTrum or 'alse)

Revised Insert 7	 3. Name one of the grounds on
which a person who is
otherwise qualified to vote
cannot. 1e denied the right
to vote.

Revised Insert 11	 1. In what document or writ-
ing is the "Bill of Rights"
found?

Revised Insert 13	 2. Of which branch of state
government is the court of
appeals a part?

executive
judicial
legislative

Revised Insert 15	 3. Give the date on which
Independence Day is cele-
brated in the United States
of America.



Revised Insert 16	 2. Check the offenses below
which, if you are con-
victed of them, disqualify
you from voting?

murder
manufacturing whiskey
issuing worthless checks
petit larceny

Revised Insert 16	 3. The congress decides in
what manner states elect
presidential electors.
(True or False)

Revised Insert 18	 2. Approval by vote of the
people of an amendment to
the state constitution is
called:

rejection
convention
ratification
prosecution

Revised Insert 19 	 3. Name the president of the
United States.

Revised Insert 20	 2. The powers of state govern-
ment are in three branches.
One is executive. One is
legislative. Check below
the third branch of state
government:

criminal
judicial
public safety
municipal

Revised Insert 21	 1. Which of the following
taxes help support schools

property
gasoline
sales

Revised Insert 25	 1. Can you simply purchase a
license to drive a motor
vehicle in Alabama or is
it necessary to take a
test?
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Revised Insert 26	 3. What city is the capital
of the United States?

Revised Insert 27	 4. Any proposed amendment to
the state constitution must
be approved by vote of the
qualified electors of the
state. (True or false)

Revised Insert 30	 2. Elections held by political
parties to nominate can-
didates are called:

conventions
__primaries

general elections

Revised Insert 31 1. In what house of Congress
must revenue bills origi-
nate?

Revised Insert 31	 3. V)hat is the name of the
probate judge of this
county?

Revised Insert 36	 1. How often must a United
States population census
be taken?

Revised Insert 38	 4. Women may now serve on
juries in Alabama state
courts (True or False)

Revised Insert 42	 3. Name one person by name or
title who is part of the
legislative branch of
government in Alabama.

Revised Insert 44	 4. An indigent person charged
with a crime has the right
to have an attorney
assigned by the court to
defend him. (True or
False)

Revised Insert 45	 1. Name one month in the year
when you can assess and
pay property taxes in
Alabama without penalty
for delinquent assessment$.

Revised Insert 47	 "'l. If you are called for jury
service in Alabama, name
one reason why you should
be lawfully excused.
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Revised Insert 48	 2. Mark with an "X" the basis
for representation in the
United States IIoudc. of
Rc;pl oscntatives

population
state legislation

___provision of two per
state
constitutional amend-
ment passed in 1960

Revised Insert 49	 2. t Vhich definition applies
to "domestic tranquility"?

transportation laws
court decisions

____peace at home

Revised Insert 49	 3. An area within a state
which a member of the
United States House of
Representatives represents
is called a
district.

Revised Insert 52	 2. Check the applicable def-
inition for "duty of
citizenship":

something owed to our
government
tax paid for becoming
a citizen
treason

Revised Insert 54	 3. Name the official who is
allowed to give you a per-
mit to carry a pistol.

Revised Insert 58	 1. Can a person be fined for
leaving the scene of an
automobile accident?

Revised Insert 61	 1. A member of the Legisla-
ture of Alabama is elected
for a term of how many
years?
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Revised Insert 65	 1. Elections held in May or
June of even-numbered years
are called
elections.

Revised Insert 65	 3. Name one elected state
official, besides the
governor, who cannot suc-
ceed himself in office.

Revised Insert 67	 2. Subjecting a person to
trial more than once for
the same offense is unlaw-
ful and is called:

indictment
__illegal counsel

double jeopardy
_civil rights violation

Revised Insert 67	 3. Of what branch of state
government is the super-
intendent of education a
members legislative,
executive or judicial?

Revised Insert 71 1. Ts sale of intoxicating
beverages legal in this
county?

Revised Insert 71 	 4. Bills for raising revenue
deal with voting rights.
(True or False)

Revised Insert 73	 2. When does reapportionment
of congressional repre-
sentation take place?

each 2 years
each 6 year

 each presidential
election
after each decennial
census

Revised Insert 73	 3. Name the Commander-in--
Chief of the United States
Army and Navy.
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Revised Insert 76	 3. State or local ad valorem
taxes on property can be
increased beyond the con-:
stitutional limit in Ala-
bama only by

Revised Insert 79	 2. In Alabama, a supreme court
justice cannot be:

elected
appointed
named for life

Revised Insert 80	 1. Over which house of Con-
gress does the vice presi-
dent preside?

Revised Insert 80 	 3. The laws of libel place a
limitation on freedom of

in so far as
what may be said about an
individual without liabil-
ity for damages is con-
cerned.

Revised Insert 80	 4. Democracy is a political
party. (True or False)

Revised Insert 82

Revised Insert 82

Revised Insert 85

Revised Insert 36

1. in the precinct in which
you live are paper ballots
or voting machines used?

3. States have a right to
organize and arm groups
known as state

4. The senate has power to
impeach the chief justice
of the Supreme Court.
(True or False)

3. Public education and an
individual's rights or
opportunities to it_

(are or are not) men-
tioned in the United States
Constitution.
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Revised Insert 91	 3. The official count of per-
sons in the United States
is made by the Bureau of

0

Revised I_^: .x•t 92	 3. The courts make up the
branch of

government.

Revised Insert 93	 1. Is the secretary of state
of Alabama elected or
appointed7__^

Revised Insert 94	 3. Name one state official
who is a member of the
state board which appoints
persons to serve on boards
of registrars

Revised Insert 96	 4. Congress cannot pass a
bill over the president's
veto. (True or False)

Revised Insert 97 	 2. The owner of an automobile
must assess it each year
for:

sales tax
license
ad valorem taxes
transfer of ownership

Revised Insert 99	 2. The circuit solicitor for
each state judicial cir-
cuit shall prosecute:

criminal cases
civil cases
civil rights complaints

Revised Insert 99 	 3. The main representative of
the United States to a
foreign country is called
an 

Revised Insert 100	 3. Is a person appointed or
elected to the State
Supreme Court?

3:	 .



With respect to the excerpts, the applicant is not told

that the questions about the Constitution are taken from one or

more of the excerpts of the Constitution. As with the questions

testing knowledge of government, many words in the excerpts and

questions are long, difficult, and unfamiliar in common usage.

Following are four examples of the excerpts and the questions

based on the excerpts:

"The executive power shall be vested in
a president of the United States of America.
He shall hold his office during a term of four
years, and, together with the vice-president,
chosen for the same term, be elected as follows:"

Questions:

Revised Insert 14 2. The executive power of
the United States is
vested in

Revised Insert 00	 1. A vice president is
elected for how many
years?

Revised Insert 4.7	 1. The vice president of
the United States is
elected for a term of
how many years?

"The Congress shall have power: To
constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme
Court:"

Questions:

Revised Insert 76	 2. Who creates federal
courts inferior to the
Supreme Court?

Revised Insert 61	 1. Federal courts, in addi-
tion to the supreme
court, may be estab-
lished by

Revised Insert 40 4. Tribunals are
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"Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the government for a redress
of grievances-."

Questions:

Revised Insert 42 2. List three "freedoms"
concerning which Con-
gress may make no laws.

Revised Insert 29 3. The right of the people
to assemble is limited
by the requirement that
such an assembly must
be

Revised Insert 65 4. If persons feel that a
government is not
treating them fairly,
what method of protest
is provided by Part 3,*
above, of the United
States Constitution?

"The senators and representatives before
mentionel, and the members of the several
state legislatures, and all executive and
judicial officers, both of the United States
and of the several states, shall be bound by
oath or affirmation, to support this consti-
tution; but no religious tests shall ever be
required as a qualification to any office or
public trust under the United States:"

Questions:

Revised Insert 100 1. The Constitution of
the United States
requires that all
executive and judicial
officers of the sev-
eral states shall be
bound by oath or af-
firmation to support

*Often the number of the excerpt referred to i.s given in the
question.
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*Revised Insert 57 3. Which of the following
cannot legally affect
the right of a person
to hold public office
in the United States?

place of birth
religious beliefs
conviction of crime

Revised Insert 2

	

	 4. Persons opposed to
swearing to an oath may
say, instead: "I
solemnly____________________

With respect to the administration of the test, the applicant

is to open at random a notebook containing the 100 different

test forms. The form appearing where the applicant opens the

book is to be used by the applicant. The State of Alabama

has recommended that 75% be a passing grade.

E. Registration Statistics Since Ma y 5. 1962

GENERAL STATISTICS
Percent

Date	 Applied	 Accepted	 Rejected Rejected

W N	 W	 N	 W	 N V1	 N
May-Nov. 14 60	 59	 1	 1.7

1962 16	 7	 9	 56.2
Nov. 15, 1962 339	 244	 95	 28.03
-Sept. 30,'63 237	 32	 205	 86.5

Oct. 1 - Nov. 1 32	 243	 88
1963 l6	 11	 205	 95.13

Nov. 2, 1963	 333	 300	 88	 25.52
-Feb. 16, 1964	 137	 22	 115	 54.0

Feb. 17 - May 17 61	 52	 9	 14.76
1964	 53	 6	 47	 89,0

May 18 - Aug. 17, 53	 47	 11	 19.0
1964	 136	 15	 121	 89.0

TOTALS	 1,232	 945	 287	 23.30

	

795	 93	 702	 88.30

*Also on this insert is the Constitutional section setting
forth the requirement that all pe gsons, in e-de.i to qualify
as President, must have been born in the United States.
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STATISTICS BY MONTH

Percent
Date	 Applied	 Accepted	 Rejected	 Rejected

1962	 W	 N	 W	 N	 W	 N	 W	 Et

May	 W	 6	 6	 0	 0

N	 2	 1	 1	 50.0

June W 3 3 0 0
N 2 1 1 50.0

July W 9 9 0 0
N 10 5 5 50.0

Aug. W 11 11 0 0
N 2 0 2 100.0

Sept. W 9 8 1 11.1
N 0 0 0 0

Oct. W 16 16 0 0
N 0 0 0 0

Nov. W 14 13 1 7.1
N 3 2 1 33.3

Dec. W 5 3 2 40
N 2 0 2 100

1963

Jan. W 73 59 14 19.2
N 3 1 2 66.7

Feb. W 21 12 9 42.8
N 14 7 7 50.0

Mar. W 9 7 2 22.2
N 17 0 17 100.0

April W 5 2 3 60.0
N 17 0 17 100.0

May	 W	 29	 16	 13	 44.8
N	 31	 1	 30	 96.8

June	 W	 45	 31	 14	 31.1
N	 41	 6	 35	 85.4

July	 W	 69	 52	 17	 24.6
N	 38	 7	 31	 81.6
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Percent

	

Applied	 Accepted	 Rejected	 Rejected

1963 (cont.) W	 N	 W	 N	 W	 N	 W	 N

Aug. W .33 21 12 36.7
N 64 7 57 89.0

Sept. W 42 34 8 19.0

N 7 1 6 85.7

Oct. W 296 219 77 26.0
N 215 11 204 94.9

Nov. W 115 78./ 37 32.2
N 55 4 51 92.7

Dec. W 46 42 4 8.7
N 20 3 17 85.0

1964

Ban. ** 	W 246 197 49 19.9
N 54 15 39 72.2

Feb.	 W 22 16 6 27.3
N 27 1 26 96.3

Mar.	 W 31 26 5 16.1
N 12 2 10 83.3

April	 W 13 11 2 15.4
N 23 3 20 86.9

May	 W 10 8 2 20.0
N 12 4 8 66.7

June	 W 7 7 0 0
N 14 2 12 85.7

July	 W 22 15 7 31.8
N 98 6 92 93.9

Aug.	 W 25 23 2 8.0
N 12 3 9 75.0

1Three of the white persons accepted in November and December
1963 appear in the Minute Book, but their forms were not among
those photographed by the plaintiff and are not in evidence.

Eight rejected (six Negro and two white) applications for
January 1964 are reflected in the Minute Book but were not
among the forms photographed by the plaintiff and are not in
evidence. The same is true of one white accepted application.
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II. THE DEFENDAITTS HAVE VIOILTED THE COU.a
BY F1 ILIT?G TO FOLLOU A FAIR AND ?.E: SO I':

A. The Defendants Have  Used _ The uestionnaire ins A
est

The Court of Appeals, in ordering the issuance of an
i2/

injunction in this case, stated*

The Board, if it wishes to continue "grading"
application forms as a test, must adopt uniform
objective standards. These standards must be
such as to furnish a rejected applicant a defin-
ite basis upon which to seek proper judicial re-
view of the Board's action, and must furnish
reviewing courts something definite to act upon
in ascertaining whether he had been arbitrarily
or unjustly denied the right of suffrage.

Pursuant to the judgment of the Court of Appeals, this Court,

on November 1, 1964, enjoined the Dallas County Board of

Registrars from, among other practices:

"Using the questionnaire as an examination

or test, unless the Registrars present to

the court and propose to use a definite

set of standards for the grading of the

questionnaires, which said standards shall

meet with the approval of the court as

complying with state and federal law."

The defendants have disregarded this order. The Order

was inte^_ded to provide a basis for review of the Board's

actions, so that it could be determined whether applicants

"had been arbitrarily or unjustly denied the right of

suffrage."

] / U. S. v. Atkins, 323 F. 2d 733 (C. A. 5, 1963)
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Although the Board had notice of the injunction and was

advised by the Alabama Attorney General not to use the

questionnaire as an examination or test (11. ;. 9), it

continued to grade applications, as evidenced by its marking

of questions answered incorrectly (see, e. g., P1. Ex. B406
13/

and P1. Ex. 8679A) ; it instituted new tests and rejected

applicants for failure to answer the tests to is satis-

faction (see section IIC, infra); the Board's use of the

fora as a test is further reflected by the standard notice

of rejection, which tells the applicant that he `failed to

answer correctly one or more pertinent questions." See

section lIE of this Brief.

Although the Board used the questionnaire as an

examination or test, it did not, until the hearing in this

case in October, 1964, take any steps to submit fc.r this

13/ Jhile Col. Bibb testified at the November 12, 1964
continuation of the hearing' in this case that the
marks by questions on the form indicated the need
for "further study" of the forms, the rejected
forms-;r.th marks are evidence of the common result
of this further study.
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Court's approval proposed standards as recuired by this
1k/

Court's Order.

Not only does -the Board have no court'approved standards

for grading the questionnaire; it has no ascertainable

standards whatsoever.

Colonel Bibb, himself, gave a clear picture of the

Board's total lack, of standards

. I mean, did you have any form that said,

"This is the correct answer"?

A. Ch, no, we didn't write down anything like.

that.

Q. Now --

A. I might add, because we don't feel that is

possible. ::=Answers to questions vary, and

in the opinion of the Board there are some

questions that can be answered a hundred

percent correctly, some can be answered a

hundred percent incorrectly, and some can

be answered half and half, and some are

confusing.

14/ Colonel Bibb testified that "sae consider everything;
that comes in front of us, anything that appears before
the Board as such is part of a test . • • " (UTC2). He
also admitted, later in his testimony, that the 'standards"
introduced in evidence at the October, 1964 hearing were
the First standards the Board had ever given this Court
(UT 107-08). His testimony shows that as the day of the
hearing in this case grew nearer the Board, in a change
of heart, decided to send "standards" to the curt:

A. I'll say we are constantly checking to see
if we are following the law. 'e have these
meetings and we read and check, and re-chec'.:,
and check and re-check, trying to follow the law.
And then it occurred to us one day we may have
slipped there, there may be something wrong,
perhaps we should have sent it to Judge Thomas,
and we did it. However, that is what we have been
doing all the time, and that is the standard by
which we have measured, but we did not send it to
Judge Thomas until a month or so ago -- whatever
time it was. (112108)



Q. Well, what was the last word you used?

Some are what?

A. Some answers can be confusing, as to value,

Q. Did you have any criteria as to which questions

had to be answered correctly or incorrectly --

or some that could be answered half and half?

A. No, but I can explain how we arrive at that,

if that is what you are driving at.

Q. That is what I want to know,

A. We take the answers, place them before the

entire Board and try our best to understand

and give the applicant, of course, the benefit

of every doubt we can, and eventually we

exercise our judicial opinion, which we feel

is authorized by the constitution of the State.
We then decide to what degree, if at all, the

question is answered -- and that is our judi-

cial opinion as to the value of the answer. (UT83-84)

Colonel Bibb's testimony as to the spelling test similarly

reveals a total absence of ascertainable grading standards

(UT85, 87); all that one can tell is that if the Board were

to dictate a simple word such as "cat" (which it has not done)

and if an applicaNt were to spell it XBPK (which has not

occurred) that applicant would have been deemed by the Board to

have made an error (UT 88). As to the four questions on the top

of Insert Part III, Colonel Bibb was asked how many of the ques-

tions the applicant had to answer correctly in order to pass:

A, There you go, again. I don't think you
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ask fair questions, and I think I have

a right not to sit here and be trapped

into tricky questions.

That question can't be answered. I might

ask you if you have stopped beating your

wife yet, and you wouldn't like that.

THE COURT: Did you have any set number

they had to answer or not?

THE WITNESS: No, sir (UT 95).

Again, with reference to the requirement that applicants inter-

pret excerpts from the Constitution, Colonel Bibb stated:

Our guiding principles in seeking judgment

as to answers was common sense, interpre-

tation of the law, and after considering any-

thing and everything touching on that partic-

ular question -- or anything else -- exercising

judicial judgment, as we interpreted that the

State of Alabama wanted us to (UT 98).

Colonel Bibb next purported to finally describe the Board's

grading standards, He was obviously referring to the "standards"

which were prepared just prior to the contempt hearing:

A. All right. I can say this: Now in

general, we shoot for a passing mark

of 75 percent. We accept that that is

usually accepted by most schools, insti-

tutions, et cetera, and we try to be

logical, practical, fair and reasonable.
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Now, in arriving at that 75 percent, I

have to go back and repeat myself, as to

the value of the different questions. We

may give a person full value for an answer,

no value for an answer, and partial value

for an answer, and we do that primarily of

our judicial discretion, for which we are

paid to exercise. (UT 100)

Rivaling the above attempts at self-serving testimony

in vagueness and subjectivity are the written standard s that

the Board entered in the Minute Book in September of 1964.

Part of this Minute Book entry reads:

1.	 75% is accepted as a passing grade, but,

after consideration of the following:

(a) Answers vary in value.

(b) Answers vary in degree of correctness.

(c) Board members are under State laws

Judicial officers.

Therefore, careful and impartial consideration

of all available evidence dictat es acceptance

or rejections to the judgment of the

Board (P1. Ex. 10).

These "standards" have no meaning at all. They do not say

what the 75% is based on, what questions must be answered

correctly, what answers are acceptable or what score is to

be assigned to each question. The resort by the defendant

registrars to calling themselves judicial officers suggests

erroneously that judicial officers may act wholly without

standards.
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The Board uses the questionnaire as a test, Until the

hearing in this case it had filed no standards. While the

"standards" submitted by the Board have not been approved,

the Board openly purports to use them and to have always

used them ---- in clear violation of this Court's injunction

against using the questionnaire as a test without court-

approved standards. And, finally, the "standards" submitted

could not be approved since they present nothing definite,

ascertainable, or reviewable.

B. Defendants Have Failed to Record and
Reveal to the Applicants the Exact
Reasons for Re 'ection.

This Court ordered the defendants to make and preserve

records of the exact reasons for the rejection of any appli-

cant /Ato reveal those reasons to any applicant who inquires

as to specific reasons for his rejection. The defendants

have not complied with this order.

The defendants themselves do not seem to know, or at

least they do not disclose the specific reasons for the

rejection of applicants. They have no ascertainable grading

standard -- different questions on the application form and

questionnaire are given different degrees of weight but the

defendants do not know, or will not say, what weight is

given to what questions.

It may be for these reasons that the defendants do not

make a record of the exact reasons for rejection or notify

applicants of the specific reasons,
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The only records made which are remotely related to

the reasons for rejection are the marks and notations on

the rejected application forms and the notices of rejection

sent to rejected applicants. Neither source gives any spe-

cific reasons. Marking the application form is of no help

even to the Court since the registrars do not know, or will

not say, how much weight is to be given to those marks.

Col. Bibb testified:

0 o Can you look at any application
form and say the exact reasons
for the rejection or the accept-
ance of the applicant?

A. By these -- well, my guess would
be in some cases, "yes" and in
others "no". (UT 10C-109)

The notices of rejection are of no help to the appli-

cant or to the Court since they are worded in the most

general terms:

"You omitted one or more pertinent
questions.

"You failed to answer correctly
one or more pertinent questions," lam/

The lack of specificity of these "reasons" is conclu-

sively pointed up by the survival of the same language in

the notices of rejection through the widely differing

changes in tiLe questions and tests required of applicants. See

Section III. G. of this Brief.

l!/ An example of the Board's notice of rejection follows
this page.
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BMRD OF RMISTR►RS
DALLAS COUNTY
SMIA, AIABAYA

This is to notify you 	 1t 	_

dour application for registrat on has been rejected for the reasons

below

Police record

Bad moral character ___,____

You onitted one. or more pertinent questions

You failed to answer correctly one or more pertinent questions _'-

Other reasons

This, the JO day of	 1964

Board J•:e.ber, rairran

Berber

Board amber



These practices are in direct violation of the

Court's order. The Court of Appeals, in its opinion in

this case, listed as one of the improper practices of

the Board:

If confronted with particular applica-
tion forms which they had rejected,
they could not be sure which of the
answers formed the basis of their
rejection. This is precisely the sort
of practice condemned in Davis v.
Schnell, su ra,...The Board should
keep 	 of exactly which answers
or omissions contributed to rejection
of any applicant.,..

That the Board's failure to record specific reasons

for rejection is willful is demonstrated also by the Board's

practice of refusing to give specific reasons to applicants

who make inquiry. Seborn Powell, a Negro, testified that

with respect to his application of November 4, 1963, he

asked the registrar what questions he missed and why he did

not pass. The registrar merely looked over his old applica-

tion and said"I missed some things of importance, and I said,

'what was this?' and he said some questions I should have

answered." (UT 515)

The Board's records themselves admit this practice.

On the Board's copy of tips rejection notice sent on

January 20, 1964, to Rosa J. Brown, a Negro, there is written:

"Rosa J. Brown appeared before the board on February 3, 1964

and asked why she faile d e She was shown a marked record and

told, 'Ho one thing disqualified you. It was the general

summation of available evidence which dictated to the
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judgment of the Board that you be rejected as a

voter. JRB" (Pl. Ex, B-470) Brown's application form

contains only one possible "error" for which she could

have been rejected -- she did not say why Alabama had

eight representatives in the House of Representatives.
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C. The Defendants Have '-le a red 4pplicants to
A nswer ,T)uest ons That Do Trot Comp v pith State

This Court, in its Order of November 1, 1963,

enjoined the defendants from:

Asking applicants oral questions,
unless the questions comply with
state and federal lace, and unless
the defendant ::'.egistrars and their
successors in office keep records
of the exact questions asked Of and
answers given by each applicant.

1. The defendants have asked oral questions which

do not comply with State and Federal law.

Since the injunction the Board has persisted in

testing orally qualifications of applicants, and these

tests do not comply with state and federal law.

The Court of Appeals in this case construed both

state and federal law as requiring reasonableness n
1W

the testing of the qualif icatbons of applicants.	 The

oral testing by the Board falls outside the limits of

reasonableness. Further, federal law, through the

Civil Tights Act of 1964, expressly prohibits the use

of any literacy test as a qualification for voting in

federal elections unless such test is conducted wholly

in writing.

Beginning in February 1964 the Board began to use

the first Insert Part III tests. Two of the three

tests in Insert Part III were administered orally --

applicants were required to read aloud excerpts of the

16'? United States v. Atkins, supra
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Constitution; applicants were required

dictation of the registrars words from

tion. Beginning in Ceptember 1964 the

to use the new Insert Part Ins tests.

three tests of the new Insert requires

to write from the dictation of the reg

of the Constitution.

These forms of testing applicants

to write from

the Constitu-

Board began

One of the

applicants

istrars excerpts

amount to

asking oral questions within the meaning of the in-

junction and are literacy tests not wholly in writing

within the meaning of the Civil ...fights ..ct of 1964.

Both the dictation test and the reading test call for

responses from the applicant on the basis of which his

application may be accepted or denied. In the one case

the applicant responds orally to written questions; in

the other, he responds in writing to oral statements.

Both tests are inherently susceptible to the abuses of

arbitrariness, vagueness, and non-reviewability--

the very abuses which the injunction and the Civil

Zights Act seek to correct.

;:Tor do these oral tests comply with the require-

ments of reasonableness of state and federal law. They

are unreasonable both in content and in the manner of

administration and grading.

In the dictation tests used between February and

August of 1964, the Board required applicants to write
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five unrelated difficult words. The choice of words

to be dictated was utterly arbitrary.
17
17/They included: 

capitation
emolument
writ
enumeration
incompatible
inhabitant
posterity

tranquility
affirmation
impeachment
expiration
composition
apportionment
appellate

counterfeiting
consuls
misdemeanor
concurrence
ratification
despotism
insurrection

Col. Bibb, one of the registrars who selected these

words and who administered the dictation tests, explained

the selection of these words:

We have, before the Board meets--we
pick out eight relatively simple and
reasonable words from the Constitution
of the United States. We pick words
that we think the average, or normal,
person should know, understand, and be
familiar with.
(UT 85)

Yes, they are in the Constitution.
Shouldn't a citizen be familiar with the
American Constitution and the words in the
American Constitution? If he doesn't know
the words in the Constitution, how can he
understand the Constitution, and if he
can't understand the Constitution, how can
he vote correctly?
(UT 88-89)

The markings by the registrars on the completed

application forms of applicants strongly suggest that

1717/
17 See Pl. Ex. 4.
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18/
the dictation test is primarily a spelling test.

19/	 20/
Col. Bibb–'-' and Mr. Allenr however, took the position

at the hearing that it is a spelling test to some

extent, but mainly an understanding test. As a spell-

ing test the unreasonable selection of words for

dictation and for spelling is self-evident. Col. Bibb

himself testified when asked how to spell "tranquility"

(which Col. Bibb spelled first with one "1" and later

with two; UT 89, 90) that:

I'll say this: I look in the dictionary
before I write anything, to be sure,
before I write anything down. I look
in the dictionary. I don't trust my
spelling any more than you do."
(UT 90)

As an understanding test, again its unreasonable

character is illustrated by Col. Bibb's own testimony.

Q. Would you say the word 'despotism' is
a common word?

A. To me, it is inconceivable for one that
reads the newspapers and hears govern-
ment discussed and politics discussed --
I don't see how any normal person could
help but know the meaning of words of
that kind.

18 /The Board normally marks spelling errors by printing
the correct spelling above or below the misspelled
word. In addition, the registrars sometimes wrote
comments such as "no attempt to spell" (P1. Ex. 6-
B604 A) or "_applicant said he could not spell
POSTERITY. Said he had never heard the word'.'
(P1. Ex. 6-B570).

/UT 86.

20 /See Mr. Allen's testimony at the November 12, 1964,
hearing.
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Now, they don't have to have a
scientific precision, and we don't
split hairs and call for scientific
precision, but no, my opinion is that
it is inconceivable to me that a nor-
mal person wouldn't know something
about a word like that.

Q. that would you require him to know about
a word like that?

A. Just to indicate he has some idea what
it means. (UT 87-88)

Q. The next word you used was 'emolument'.
That is a word that you say anyone
should know the meaning of?

A. They ought to know the rough meaning.

Q. The next word was 'tribunals'.

A. You know, Mr. Doar, precise definitions
are very difficult for anyone. We don't
hold people to scientific, technical
definitions of words. If they show a
general understanding of a word, we
accept it -- that's what we're after.

Q. How do you test their general under-
standing of a word?

A. Under the laws of the State of Alabama,
we are judicial officers. We feel that
it is our duty and our judgment to con-
sider very carefully, fairly, and
impartially and then to arrive at a
conclusion or decision.

That is our interpretation of our
duties. (UT 92-93)

Col. Bibb apparently requires applicants for

registration to understand words that he himself does

not understand:

. The first day you started to use these
words, you selected these five words --
'capitation' -- what does that mean?
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A. To make sure, I look that word up
in the dictionary.

1,. You look it up?

A. I did look it up, to be sure.

Q. You didn't know that word before you
looked it up?

A. I wasn't sure, and that is one word
that could perhaps be a little difficult
for people -- out of eight words -- that
word, 'capitation' is perhaps a word
that not too many people would be fam-
iliar with. But that is my opinion..

Q. Well, I know, but what does it mean?

A. I knew at the time. Let me count my
term and think -- you tell me what it
means and I'll tell you whether you are
right or not.

0. That's not the question. I am asking
you whether you can tell me what it means.

A. I would hesitate to give a refined defin-
ition of it right now. (UT 91)

The same considerations hold true in the new test

initiated in September whereby applicants are required

to write from dictation entire excerpts of the Constitution.

The first Insert in the series of 100 has as its

first excerpt:

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused
shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public
trial by an impartial jury of the state and
district wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been
previously ascertained by law, and to be in-
formed of the nature and cause of the accusa-
tion; to be confronted with the witnesses
against him; to have compulsory benefit for
obtaining witnesses in his favor; and to have
the assistance of counsel for his defense.
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The applicant who receives this excerpt must

write from the dictation of the registrar these eighty-

one words, many of which are uncommon to all but those

who are highly learned:

criminal
	

district
	

accusation benefit
prosecutions committed
	

confronted obtaining
accused
	

previously	 witnesses	 assistance
impartial
	

ascertained compulsory counsel

This excerpt contains at least six separate con-

cepts: (1) the right to a trial by jury; (2) venue;

(3) notice; (4) confrontation; (5) subpoena; and (6)

the right to counsel.

The instructions to the Part III Insert tell the

registrars that the applicant is to write from dictation

"one or more" of these excerpts. He is not allowed to

read the excerpts before he writes them from dictation.

The arbitrariness of this test is not only in the

complexity of the subject matter, which can hardly be

said to be reasonably related to any legitimate interest

the state has in setting qualifications to vote. The

arbitrariness is evident also in the lack of any stan-

dards for the administration of the tests. The utter

unreasonableness of it need not be left to speculation,

for Col. Bibb testified:

Q. When you dictate the material that
you wish the applicant to write,
do you dictate it in sentence or
phrases, or in words?
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A. Again, we make an extreme effort to
be reasonable, and if a person appears
to be extremely bright and so forth,
you probably would take it a little
faster, but the guiding principle is
never dictate more than a phrase.
T ie assume any normal person could carry
a little phrase in his mind; so the
guiding principle is never to dictate
more than one phrase, and then pause,
and then watch him and let him write
and write and write, and when he looks
up and says he is through, well, we
slowly dictate another phrase -- not a
sentence.

Q. Well, just for example, one of the
excerpts the applicants are asked to
write, or could be asked to write is the
tight ofthe citizens of the United States
to vote shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any State on
account of race or previous condition
of servitude.

Now, how much of that would you dictate
or would you require the applicant to
take in a whole body?

A. If he were a Negro, I would go very
much slower.

. Would you take it word by word?

A. I would try not to exceed his mental
ability to keep up.

Q. Did you take it word by word, Col. Bibb?
Do you do that?

A. No.

Q. Two words by two words?

A. No, not necessarily. I tell you our
guiding principles are phrases. We
will usually take a phrase.

Q. Well, suppose that once the applicant
starts to write and he wrote half of the
phrase and says 'I lost you', what do
you do then?
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A. Just exactly -- we have that all
the time.

'.	 'e11, what do you do?

A. Sometimes -- well, we say to them
before they start, t idow listen care-
fully. Ask me to repeat, take your
time, make sure you understand.'

TI-IE COUP.T : Colonel, if he said 'T!ill
yon please repeat it t , would you repeat
it?

A. I do -- a number -- no, sir, not in the
middle, Your Honor; that's what I am
trying to say. I will make it shorter.
T ie tell him, 'After you once start
writing, I will not repeat it to you.
I will not repeat it after you once
start writing', and then we feed to
him no more than a reasonable man
could take.

^. In accordance with your judgment?

. In my judgment. t 'e do not repeat
after he starts writing. (UT 101-03)

In summary, the defendant registrars have violated

this Court's order by requiring applicants to take

oral tests which do not comply with state or federal

law. They do not comply with the requirements of

Title I of the Civil nights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.

1971(a)(2)(C)) ?I / They are wholly unreasonable and

therefore are not "within the zone of permissible

interpretation of Alabama law," and are inconsistent

with the federal law.

21/ They also violate additional subsections of the
Civil 'fights Act for separate reasons set forth
in SectionsI, infra.
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2. The defendants have attempted to evade this

Court's injunction by substituting for the

oral questions written questions that do not

comply with state and federal law.

This Court's injunction was designed to strike at a

myriad of evils, of which oral testing was but one. Prime

among these was the use of questions that could not be

graded objectively. Another evil was the use of unreason-

able questions and questions unrelated to the qualifica-

tions of the applicant. Almost immediately after the

Court of Appeals decided this case the Board instituted

an oral test embodying these two evils; upon the issuance

of this Court's Order, the test was retained but changed

to a written one.

Between October 28 and November 3, 1963, applicants

were required to interpret orally the Ninth Amendment to

the Constitution (See Pl. Ex. 4-E116). From November 4,

1963 through December 16, 1963, applicants for registra-

tion were required to "record in writing your understand-

ing of" the Ninth Amendment to the Constitution .' This

kind of interpretation test is precisely what was held

unconstitutional in Davis v. Schnell, 81 F. Supp. 872
23/

(S.D. Ala.), aff t d per curiam, 336 U.S. 933 (1949).

22/
22 See P1. Ex. A53-59; B398-469; C552-639; D179-212.
23/

The interpretation test also clearly violates state
law, since following the decision in Davis v. Schnell,
supra, Alabama amended its Constitution to exclude the
requirement of understanding and explaining any article
of the Constitution. Ala. Const. Amendment XCI.
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Just how unreasonable the Board's use of the interpreta-

tion test is shown by its treatment of nary Peeples, a

Negro high school graduate employed as a clerk. Her ap-

plication form contains no errors for which the Board has

rejected applicants. Her interpretation of Article I1:

states:

That the number of the rights shall
not be denied or taken from people
because they may not appear in the
Constitution. (P1. Ex. 6-B465)

The first three words are underlined and a question mark

appears above "number". Apparently Peeples was rejected

on the basis of this grading, although her answer reflects

an understanding of the Ninth Amendment. At least thir-

teen other liezroes who applied between November 4 and

December 16, 1963 appear to have been rejected solely

for their failure to interpret the Ninth Amendment to
24/

the Board's satisfaction.

In January of 1964 the Board began using a new, am-

biguous question also of its own design. applicants were

required to answer the question:

How many members of the Federal House of
Representatives are currently accredited
to the State of Alabama? Why? (See, e.g.,
P1. Ex. 6-B484.)

-V Pl. Ex. 6-B400, B401, B407, B410, B416, B417, B421,
w B445, 13446, B448, B467, 8468, 8474.
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Aside from the unnecessarily complex wording of the ques-

tion (such as the use of the word "accredited"), the "why"

part of the question is ambiguous. It is not altogether

clear whether it means "why does Alabama have represent-

atives" or "why does Alabama have X number of represent-

atives." Thus, this question is also unreasonably vague

and therefore violates federal law as enunciated by Davis

v. Schnell, supra. In addition, the question is unre-

lated to the applicant's qualifications. It concerns the

general knowledge of the applicant, not his ability to read

and write articles of the Constitution. Such questions

are not even authorized by Alabama law. The Court of

!appeals, in discussing the oral questions, stated that

they must "relate to the qualifications of the applicant."

Surely the same reasoning applies to written questions.

t?hen the use of the new form began on February 17,

1964, the Board apparently

interpretation requirement

Lay 18 and August 17, 1964

difficult insert came into

cants to write their under:

placed a moratorium on the

until I'lay 18, 1964. Between

(after which a new and more

use) the Board required appli-

atanding of one of the excerpts
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from the Constitution appearing on Part III of the appli-
25/

cation form.` P1. Ex. A8l-A95, B574-B679A, 0896-0948,

D274-D283.

25/
Col. Bibb, in the November 12, 1964 hearing, gave an

impossible explanation of how the Board chose to use
the understanding test. Fie said that he went back to the
order and other legal papers under which he thought the
Board was supposed to operate and that he concluded from
a study of these papers and of the dictionary that, while
the Board could not require applicants to explain parts
of the Constitution it could require them to give their
understanding of parts of the Constitution. ?Ie know from
Bibb's October, 1964 testimony that he read carefully
the Court of>ppeals decision in this case. UT 110.
That decision plainly stated that "the words 'understand'
and 'explain' did not provide a reasonable standard...".
Nowhere in the "legal papers" in this case is a distinc-
tion drawn between "explain" and "understand" unless it
be in the Davis case, where the Court said:

"Understand" is a word of many meanings
and "a verb of very extensive significa-
tion." Understanding may be based upon
learning or knowledge or upon rumor or
hearsay. It may mean to apprehend, or to
comprehend, partially or fully. It may
deal with meaning, import, intention or
motive. It may mean to appreciate the
force c value of a thing or proposition.
It maN , mean that a person is informed or
that he had merely received notice or
heard of something. To understand may mean
to imply, infer or assume, or it may con-
template knowing the meaning or the sup-
posed meaning. It may mean to interpret.

"Explain" is also a word of indefinite
meaning; it may mean to make plain, mani-
Lest or intelligible; to clear of obscu-
rity; to expound, to illustrate by dis-
course or by notes.



The Board continued to marls as in error interpretations

that showed the applicant understood the excerpt. Nettie

G'illiams, a Negro teacher with sixteen years of education

whose form otherwise meets the Board's high standards,

was required to interpret the second paragraph of Article

II, Section 1 of the Constitution. She wrote:

I understand that to mean each state shall
appoint its own electors and-tl^ese-eleeteps
ea^t^e -be-ge^eeas-cafe-ka^e-jabs-tka -dei ve
ppefit-€pet-tke in the manner as prescribed
by legislature of that particular state.

IIer interpretation was marked wrong and her application

was rejected. P1. Ex. B679h.

The Board has thus engaged in continuing violations

of this Court's injunction by the use of the arbitrary,

subjective interpretation tests outlawed in Davis v.

Schnell, supra.

The good faith of the defendants is questionable

when, after reading and discussing the opinion of the

Court of ppeals which explained the reach of the Davis

case, they adopted a similar interpretation test which

differs only in form (it is in writing) and not in sub-
26/

stance.

26/I-r. -'_lien testified at the November 12, 1964 hear-
ing in this case that the interpretation test was given
in writing in order to comply with this Court's injunc-
tion.
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III.

THE DEFENDANTS HAVE ENGAGED IN A PATTERN
AND PRACTICE OF DISCRIMINATION WHICH, SINCE
NOVEMBER 4, 1963, HAS VIOLATED THE COURTtS

INJUNCTION.

A. Statistical Proof

We begin with the registration statistics for Dallas

County which disclose that since the trial in May 1962

the defendants have engaged in a pattern and practice of
27/

discrimination.

?L/
RATE OF REJECTION

May 19 - August 164

Applied	 Accepted	 Rejected Percent Rejected

Whites	 1232	 945	 287	 23.3

Negroes	 795	 93	 702	 88.3

This extreme disparity in the treatment of Negro

and white applicants is shown graphically and chrono-
29/

logically on the chart following this page.

Judge Dawkins, in similar circumstances in a case in
30/

Louisiana, concluded as a matter of law:

'E_1 the problem of racial discrimination, statistics
often tell much, and Courts listen." Alabama v. United
States, 304 F. 2d 583 (C.C.A. 5, 1962).
a For further breakdowns of these figures see
Appendix B, Table I, showing the statistics by signifi-
cant periods and also by month.
29/ This chart is based upon the statistics reflected
in Appendix B, Table I and upon the statistics in
United States v. Atkins, 323 F. 2d 733.
30 U.S. v. Wilder, F. Supp. 749 (W.D. La. 1963).
See also, United States v. Crawford, 229 F. Supp. 898
(W.D. La. 1964).
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The fact that the defendant Registrar has over
a six-year period rejected 64% of the appli-
cations of Negroes and has accepted 98% of the
applications of white persons creates the pre-
sumption that Negro citizens have been deprived
of the right to vote without distinction of race
or color; and in the absence of proof by the
defendants that the rejected Negroes were not
qualified under the standards and requirements
applied to the accepted white persons, discrimi-
nation must be found.

This principle of law is controlling here. We have

here a much stronger statistical base than was before the
31/

Court of Appeals when this case was on appeal.

31/ That court was unable to say that the finding of the
d si trict court of no discrimination was clearly erroneous
where it had before it only 480 applications of white
persons and 114 of Negroes, and where 62% of the Negro
applicants had been accepted. United States v. Atkins,
323 F. 2d. 733.
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B. Qualified Negroes have been denied registration.

Proof of discrimination is even more sharply shown by

relating the rate of rejection of applications to the

education of the applicants. Since the trial of •iay 1962,

the Dallas County Board of Registrars has rejected over

65% of the applications filed by Negro applicants who

have more than a high school education. Less than 7% of

the applications of white applicants with the same
32/

amount of education have been rejected.~

32/ Whether the Board rejected any of these white persons
Ti good faith is doubtful. One of the registrars, Col.
Bibb, boasted of having rejected a white person. He testi-
fied (UT 692): "As a matter of fact, I remember very
distinctly, one of these young men is the son of a very
prominent, influential family and, nevertheless, we
flunked him." Col. Bibb's own testimony proved this rejec-
tion "very distinctly," he was unable to give the Court
ay reason for rejection after studying at length (45
minutes or more) the rejected application form (UT 695).
In truch this form contained no rejectable errors (P1.
E. 6 D212).
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33/
REJECTION RATE BY DACE, BY EDUCATION

May 1962 - August 1964

34/
Education Whites Negroes
Level Ace. ej. %Re '. Ace. Rem: %Re '.

16 years
and over 154 9 5.5 45	 40 47.0

Attended
College 286 23 7.5 20	 86 81.1

High School
Graduate 260 54 17.2 15	 152 91.0

Attended High
School 186 100 35.0 6	 162 96.5

6 - 8 years 41 57 58.2 4	 142 97.2

1- 5 years 2 5 71.4 0	 21 100.0

At least 290 Negroes who have applied for registra-

tion in Dallas County since May 1962, and whose applica-
35/

tions show them to be qualified, have not been registered —

Since May 1962 the Board has denied registration to Negro

applicants whose occupation require skill in reading and

writing.

33/ Additional tables relating to education appear in Appen-
dix B, Table III. The explanation of categories given there
apply also to this table. Appendix B, Table III also con-
tains lists identifying the applications counted in each
category.

34/ 49 applications of white applicants and 102 applications
oT Negroes do not reflect the education of the applicant. See
Appendix B, Table III.

35/ These applications are listed in Appendix C.
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For example the Board has rejected at least
36/

23 applications w of Negro teachers since the trial.
37/

They have also rejected at least 69 applications -

filed by Negroes with clerical jobs, such as typists

and file clerks. In addition, other Negro applicants

whose occupations require literacy have been denied

registration to vote in Dallas County, including
38/

several nurses, 	 a cashier (Pl. Ex. 6-B470), a book-

keeper (P1. Ex. 6-B119), a substitute mail carrier

(P1. Ex. 6-B160, 633), and three men in military

service (P1. Ex. 6-B188, 288, 569). Many of these

people testified at the hearing. The evidence showing

the qualifications of these witnesses is summarized in

Appendix A. The defendants have rejected 591 appli-

cations filed by Negroes with six or more years of
39/

education, all of whom are presumptively literate

under 42 U.S.C. 1971(c).

36/ Pl. Ex. 63: 1D, 1F2, 69, 84, 35, 109, 111, 118, 135
150, 169, 170, 198, 235, 416, 463, 612, 613, 665,
673A, 674A, 676A, 679A.
37/ P1. Ex. 6B: 5, 6A, 7, 8, 20, 21, 23, 24, 32, 33,

35, 43, 44, 46, 55, 58, 59, 60, 76 90 91, 94
95, 96, 99, 141, 143, 144, 143, 152, 13, 155, 172,,173,
177, 178, 179, 180, 184, 185, 200, 201, 206, 208, 210,
21, 335, 357, 400, 444, 445, 446, 447, 448, 455, 458,
464, 465, 468, 556, 556A, 561, 562, 562A, 563, 565,
577, 629.
30/ P1. Ex. 6B: +___^ 	 +	 T 7c H	 l'-c) i c/ I SCI I ? / 2.2 J39/ See Appendix B, Table III 

1, Z^z , z ?O	 71

2- 7 , 	 ` 1^^2 ^s ^ ^ Ifs ^^^

(r,6) / 4 `; ) `°t 
	cç f 6L^1ç
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C. Discrimination in the Selection of Questions

The Court of Appeals, in its opinion in this case,

said that "a system for selecting the questions asked of any

particular applicant.., must be devised; it must be a system

which is fair and without discrimination." But the Board's

records themselves reveal that it has engaged in two sorts

of discrimination in selecting its questions.

First, the Board's selection of words to be written

from dictation was discriminatory. On April 20, 1964 the

Board listed in the Minute Book eight words, of which any five

were to be dictated to each applicant. All twenty-two Negro

applicants that day (of whom twenty were rejected) were required
40/

to write form dictation the word "tranquility." — Of the three

white applicants that day (all of whom were accepted) none was
41

required to write "tranquility."	 The same type of practice

occured again in May 1964. May 6 was a Wednesday and not a

regularly scheduled registration day. Six white persons and

no Negroes applied for registration. May 18 was a regularly

scheduled registration day and twelve of the sixteen applicants

were Negro. Eleven (nine Negro and two white) cf the sixteen applicants

42J Pl.Ex. 6-A79, A80, B500, B555, B557, B558, B561, B562, B562A,
B563, B564, B565, B566, B567, B568, B569, B570, B571, B572,
B554, B556, B556A

41/ C887, C888, C889

.



on May 18 were required to write the words "appellate" and
42/

"counterfeiting". ` None of the six applicants (all white)
43/

on May 6 was required to write these words.

The Minute Book for May 6, 1964 lists ten words of

which five were to be dictated to each applicant. It appears

that the words "appellate" and "counterfeiting", which appear

at the end of the list, were probably added on May 18 when a

dozen Negroes attempted to register. These two words are writ-

ten in a different handwriting and with a different pen than

are the first eight words. The Minute Book entries immediately

preceding and following the May entries each list eight words

to be dictated. No entry of words during the entire period

of oral dictation of the words other than the entry of May 6,

1964 lists more than eight words. Col. Bibb testified that

the Board picks eight words from which to choose the five to

dictate to each applicant. (UT85). The explanation is clear---

the words "appellate" and "counterfeiting" were not among the

words made available for selection for the white people who
4/

registered on the off day, May 6; these words were tacked

on for the regular registration day when twelve of the six-

teen applicants were Negro.

421 P1. Ex. 6-A82, A83, A84, B574, B575, B576, B577, B578,
B80, C896, D273.

43/ P1. Ex. 6-C890, C891, C893, C894, C895.

4g/ That the Board was not above tampering with its
books in order to hide discrimination is also
shown in section F, infra.
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The discriminatory selection of spelling words continued

in June of 1964. There were eight words listed in the Minute

Book entry for June 3, 1964, of which four were to be dictated

to each applicant. Of the fourteen Negro applicants that month,
45/

eight were required to write from dictation "misdemeanor"
46/

and seven were required to write "disciplining." — Of the seven

white applicants in June 1964 only one was required to write
47/	 48/

"misdemeanor" and only two were required to write "disciplining:"'

The Board had no uniform or standardized system for

fairly allocating the spelling words. While the Board could

have, for instance, listed only five words for each month and

given all five to all applicants for the month, it chose to

list more words than were dictated to each applicant. Having

thus laid the groundwork for discriminatory selection, it exempted

white applicants from spelling the more difficult and less common

words while requiring Negroes to spell these words.

a5/ Pl.Ex. 6-A85, B582, 35814, 3586, B587, B591, 3592, B581.

Pl.Ex. 6-A85, 8581, B583, B584, B586, 8587, B592.

47/ The following forms of white applicants do not contain
"misdemeanor": P1. Ex. 6-C899, C900, C901, C902, C903,
C904,

48/ The following forms of white applicants do not contain
'- "disciplining": Pl.Ex. 6- C899, C900, C901, C903, C904.
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The second manner in which the Board discriminatorily

selected questions is pointed up by the correlation between

the volume of Negro applications on the one hand and the

frequency of change and the difficulty of the questions on

government on the other hand. Thus, from May 1962 until

October of 1963 the Board asked questions of definition and

fact. (Def.Ex. 1). But when the Negro community began an

intensive voter registration drive in October of 1963 (UT 139),

the Board for the first time required applicants to interpret

an article of the Constitution. After discontinuing the inter-

pretation test in February of 1964, the Board began again re-

quiring applicants to interpret sections of the Constitution

on May 18, 1964-- just as the next Negro registration drive

was commencing (UT 140). In the nine months that followed the

original trial in this case the Board changed questions only

three times (Def. Ex.1); during these nine months only 24

Negroes applied for registration. During the next nine months,

when 444 Negroes applied, the Board changed its oral questions

on government seven times (Def.Ex. 1).



D. The Board g as Assisted UThite Applicants But IIas
Not Assisted ile^ro Applicants.

In addition to discriminating against Negroes in

grading the performance of applicants on the registration

tests, the defendants have assisted white applicants and

withheld assistance from Negroes. The aid and assistance

given to white persons has taken at least three forms.

Board members have drawn to the attention of white appli-

cants errors on their forms and permitted them to make

corrections; Board members have asked white applicants

to supply omitted answers after the applicant has turned

in an incomplete form; and Board members have told white

applicants the answers to the supplemental questions.

An example of the first type of assistance is

provided by the testimony of Diary Claire Smith, a white

school teacher who applied for registration on August 19,

1963. She misunderstood the question concerning whether

she regards the duties and obligations of citizenship

as having priority over the duties and obligations owed

to any other secular organization and answered "no".

This error was called to her attention by the registrar

and she changed her answer from "no" to "yes". She

described to the Court how she discovered and corrected

her error (UT 119):

A. T-?ell, he simply repeated the question,
and I believe he asked me, "Did you
mean to put t no 1 to this?", and then I
told him I had misunderstood the question,
apparently, and so he read the question to
me again, and he said, "Did you mean to



nut t no'?" and he said I misunderstood
the question, and I said my answer
should actually be "yes".

^. 'end then you initialed that change?

A. Yes.

On the same application (P1. Ex. 6-C274) she gave "1963"

instead of "l93" as the year of her birth. 'he also testi-

Lied as to hoc y this error was called to Ozer attention (UT 117) :

A. Hr. Allen looked over my shoulder, and
lie looked at it and he laughed. So I
looked at it again to see what I had
done, and I had interchanged the numbers
- the 36 and 63.

. So then you changed it?

A. Yes, sir.

^. Did he tell you to put your initial
by the change.

A. Yes, sir. He asked me to initial
any change.

She answered "Yes" to question 17, "Have you pre-

viously applied for and been denied registration as a

voter". She explains in answer to 17(a) "Previously

registered in State of Hiss. in 1958-60` x . Her entire

answer is stricken out and the word "No" inserted

followed by her initials. She explained in Court how

she came to make this change (UT 118):

A. Tell, they simply asked me the question --
I guess natural curiosity -- why I had
been denied the registration, so I ex-
plained -- and actually, what I had done,
I had come to the court house to pay my
poll tax, and I asked since I had lived
in Selma all my life, but had been out of
the State for two years, was it necessary
that I observe the two-year residence rule.
And they said "yes", so -- I believe -- I
don't remember for sure it was Colonel Bibb,
but he said actually that was not a denial
of the right to register to vote.



. So then you changed that answer when
you were in the back office with
Colonel Bibb?

A. Yes, sir.

And you then put your initial around
that change too?

A. Yes, sir.

A similar experience was had by Kathleen Sheehan,

a white housewife, who applied for registration at

Orrville, Alabama, on October 1, 1963. ?'hen she filled

out the form she put the names of five men in the space

for "the name or names by which you have been known

during the last five years". She testified (UT 301) :

A. I asked him [the registrar) about
those names.

. 7hat did he say?

A. T7ell, he explained it to me, you
know; he didn't help me with it.

. Iie just explained those names
shouldn't have been in there?

?o, just my name.

. Just your name, and he told you to
scratch them out?

A. Yes, and put in my own.

On her application (P1. Ex. 6-C327), the answer to

question 4 has been scratched out and changed. The

question is: "g ill you support and defend the Consti-

tution of the United States and the Constitution of the

State of Alabama:	 ." She explained

the chancre in court (UT 302):

A. Yes-, I first put "no", and then he
re-read the question and I put "yes".

hoc



. Did the Registrar say anything to
you about that

 T-?ell , he said I should initial, so
anybody that would see it would know
I done it.

During the period from the trial of this case until

the inserts came into use in February 1964 the defendants

used supplemental tests involving the applicant's know-

ledge of government or his ability to interpret consti-

tutional provisions. The plaintiff contends (See Section

III G and Section IV) that these supplemental tests

should not have been used even if they were fairly admin-

istered. But the evidence in this case shows that these

tests were discriminatorily applied. In addition to the

discriminatory grading discussed in Section III the

defendants discriminated by providing answers to white

applicants while rejecting Negro applicants for their

inability to answer these questions correctly.

For example, Bessie Lee Carswell, a white sewing

machine operator who went to the sixth grade in school,

testified that a registrar told her one of the answers

when she applied for registration on January 1, 1964.

After filling out her form (Pl. DX. 5-C302) she went to

the back room (UT 293) where she was given the following

questions to answer:

How many members of the Federal House
of representatives are currently
accredited to the State of Alabama?

s ,hy?



However, in the front room she had been told by

one of the registrars the answer to: "How many there

was". She was told that there were eight (UT 294).

The answers given on the question sheet attached to her

form are correct and she became registered February 17,

1964, (Pl. 3xx. 6-C'O2) .

Further evidence that white registrants were given

aid and assistance on these questions by members of the

Board of I&egistrars is found in the testimony of white

witnesses who were unable to read or to demonstrate an

understanding of the questions when presented with them

in the courtroom.



A study of the original applications in evidence

(P1. Ex. A) demonstrates that these were not isolated

instances. For example, in the applications of Murrell

Dukes (10/22/63), Charlene Higgs (9/16/63), and Ruth E.

Reid (10/18/63), all white applicants who were regis-

tered, the answer is changed from "No ll to "Yes" in the

question regarding the priority of the duties and

obligations of citizenship. In each case the change is

initialed as it was in the case of Mrs. Smith.

In addition Charlene Higgs changed her answer to

question 6 ("If you are self-employed, state the nature

of your business:	 ") from "No to

"house wife.' Both of the changes on this form were

made with a pen different from that originally used to

fill out the form.

In her application of March 3, 1963, Lou C. Staggers

originally stated (question 13

arms for her country if called

then gave reasons, such as her

1396) and that she is a woman,

changed from "No" to "Yes" and

out.

that she would not bear

upon by it to do so. She

age (she was born July 7,

Her original answer is

the reasons are struck
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The experiences of white applicants, such as

Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Sheehan, that is, having errors

pointed out for correction by Board members, contrast

sharply with that of qualified Negro applicants who

were rejected for registration on the basis of techni-

cal errors on their application papers. Georgia

Henley (See Appendix A-20), a Negro clerk-typist who

is a high school graduate, testified that registrar

Bibb looked over her application form carefully, but

he did not call to her attention any errors or omis-

sions (UT 176,185). Another Negro witness, Sally

Smith Jefferson (See Appendix A-24), a registered

nurse, also testified that the registrar did not say

anything to her about errors on her application form

after he had looked it over (UT 423-424)j&/

Negro witness, Vernice T. Pope (See Appendix A-34),

was rejected for registration on July 5, 1963. She is

a college graduate who has taught school for 15 years.

49/ Other rejected Negro witnesses who testified that
they received no assistance from the registrars
were Beaulah Collins (UT 159), Evelyn Etheridge
(UT 190) and Amelia Mitchell (UT 255).
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On cross examination, defense counsel brought out that

she had failed to complete the supplemental application

or to sign the supplemental oath (UT 221-222). He also

established that she omitted answering question 8 in

the questionnaire (UT 222-223).y'

Completion and signing of the supplemental appli-

cation and oath is not required in Dallas County (P1.Ex.6C).

Question 8 is a misleading question] which deals

with the applicant's employment. Although Mrs. Pope gave

her occupation elsewhere on the form (P1. Ex. 6B 118),

she overlooked answering question 8 (UT 223). She did

not refuse to answer it (UT 223), and the registrars did

not point out this omission to her (UT 223).

5Q/ In so doing, defense counsel also established that
she could read and understand the question (UT 222-223).

S ]/ Question 8 is worded conditionally, as follows: "If
you are self-employed, state the nature of your
business:	 ." Mrs. Pope did not put
anything in this blank, because she is not self
employed (UT 222). The second part of the question,
which does not apply to Mrs. Pope and which she also
left blank, is numbered "(a)" and is indented which
gives the impression that only people who are to
answer "8" should go on to "(a)". The question
starts on page 1 but the end of question 8(a) and
the space for the response are on page 2 of the
form.
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On the other hand, Frannie Lee Duncan, a white

woman, with a sixth grade education, who applied for

registration on October 24, 1963 (UT 398) testified

that the first registrar handed the application form back

to her for-completion. According to her testimony

(UT 399):

He said "All questions must be
answered" and I had not answered
all of them.

She could not remember exactly which questions

she had not filled out. "It was some of the last ones,

but I didn't think they were important". (UT 399).

On her application form (Pl. Ex. C 470) there is a

circle marking question 21(b): "When did you become a

bona fide resident of	 [Yard or precinct

The first blank is completed with the word

"Dallas". The second response has been changed from
522

"30th to "23".

The other examples of the defendants permitting

white applicants to complete their forms after having

turned them in with answers omitted can be found in the

original forms found in Pl. Ex. A. T 'turrell Duke's

application dated October 22, 1963, has four red circles

on the first page (Questions 8, 9, 10, and 10(a)). The

circles are Xed out and "OK" is written in blue ink by

three of the circles. Since the only thing written in

Although
mark" next to
shows that it
apparently wa,
evidence.

there is testimony about a "little check
question 16(a), a reexamination of the form
was not on the original application and
s inadvertently added to the copy placed in
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response to questions 8 and 9 are "yes" and "no" which

are correct answers, it appears that the questions were

left blank when the circles were made and that they were

filled out subsequent to the circles being made.

The application of Alma R. Sanders is another good

example. This application was made on April 16, 1962,

and was still pending at the time of the trial in

May 1962. An examination of this form reveals that it

was originally filled out with a thin pointed pen con-

taining light blue ink. The responses to about one-half

of the questions have been changed or added to, using a

darker ink in a pen with a thicker point. For instance,

in question 1, the original pen was used to give the

place and date of birth and the second pen was used to

supply the applicant's name and present address. Questions

2 and 3 are answered with the first pen, but the response

in question 4 -- "throu 11 Grade" -- is made with the

second pen. The 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 13th,

14th, 16th, 17th, and 19th blanks are completed with the

original pen. The other pen was used for questions 8,

15, 20, 20(a) and 21, and to change the answers in

questions 12, 18(a) and 18(b).

A similar situation is found in examining the

application of Sara P. Trippe (10/21/63). In this case

the bulk of the form is filled out with the darker ink,

but the responses in questions 5, 6(a), 11 and 11(a)

are in the lighter ink.
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:_obert Eugene ^.s:dford, white '1 chanic" (P1. E. 6 C555)

who "went to the ninth grade" in school (UT 499), a pplied and

was accented for registration on November 4, 1963. Included

in his application form is the sheet of paver upon which he

was to write his interpretation of the Ninth :Imendment. The

Ninth Amendment provides:

"ESE2:VED RIGHTS OF PEOPLE: The enumeration ..
in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall
not be construed to deny or disparage others
retained by the people."

The interpretation which is written on the paper is:

The rights in Constitution that are Listed Do
Not Prevent other rights.

Although he read the provision in Court with substantial

accuracy, `1adford's testimony shows that he does not under-

stand the 'key .lords in the Ninth Amendment and could not have

interpreted this provision c•r thout assistance. He testified

(UT 531-502) :

Do you know what enumeration means?

A It goes back like I told you, Captain, you

have my -- on the paper. I have wrote it

down.

I want to know --

A I mean it is on the copies there.

Do you know what enumeration means?

A That is all I have to say.

W. NI ELL: He is cross-examining his
own 'riitness.

THE COU' :T :	 Same ruling.

Can you tell me the meaning of disparage?

=_ It noes back like I told you, Captain, you

have what--
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THE COURT: You don't know what the word

"disparage" means?

THE ;JIT1TESS : I didn't say that.

Ti=m COURT:	 'ell, do you know or not? If

you do, ~what is it, please,

sir?

THE IITNESS : It is on my --

THE COURT: I will have to ask you to answer

the question, Mr. Zadford.

IR. MIZELL: '1e respectfully ask that he be

allowed to refresh his recollect-

ion as to what answer he gave by

looking at his written answer.

THE `'7IT dE3S : Captain, you have my application•

there, and it's on the application,

and I have filled out one of them.

Do I have to answer?

THE COURT:	 If you would please ans^7er the

uestion, we would be through in

just a few minutes.

THE WITI ESS : I couldn't answer it.

Do you know what the word "construed" means?

A Just like I told you, I couldn't answer it.

Q You couldn't answer it?

A No, sir.

.nd "enumeration?"

THE COU:`.T:	 He has answered that.
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His wife, Alice Gertrude Radford, who has a

tenth grade education, registered the same day. Her

interpretation of the Ninth Amendment is:

"The listed in Constitution of certain rights,

shall not be interpitated to deny or doubt

others retained by the people.

In Court she was asked (UT 506):

Q Do you know the meaning of enumeration, what

that means?

A Am I supposed to answer that?

Q Yes.

THE COURT: Do you know what the meaning of

the word "enumeration" is?

A Well, I know in my own words -- I mean what

I think it is.

THE COURT: Well, will you please tell me,

in your own words?

THE WITNESS: Uh-huh. Well, in other words,

if the laws are made, they cannot be denied

or disparaged by other people.

From this testimony it can be seen that Mrs. Radford

does not understand the meaning of the Ninth Amendment.

Her testimony and that of her husband show that neither

of them knew the meaning of the word "enumeration".

Yet, it appears in both of their written interpre-

tations as "listed". The fact that the word "listed"
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appears in the interpretation of five out of six white

applicants who t3ecame registered on November 4, the first

day this test was given compels the inference that the

registrar provided that definition.

Another white voter who could not have interpreted

the Ninth Amendment without assistance was Audrey Annie

Hooks. She went to the ninth grade and works at the U & B

Sewing Machine Company. When she was asked abcut some of

the words in the Ninth Amendment she testified (UT 576):

Q What does enumeration mean?

A Or the count.

Q The count?

A The count.

Q And "disparage"?

A I don't remember.

Q You don't remember, or you don't know?

A I don't remember.

Q You think you knew then?

A I believe.

Q Did you study up on that section?

A No, I did not.

Q Did you have any idea that section would be
asked you when you went in?

A No, I did not.

Although, at the trial she defined "enumeration" to

mean count, she too used the word "listed" in the interpre-

tation she wrote at the registrar's office (P1. Ex. 6C 565).

On her application the interpretation is given as:

Listed rights in the constitution does not

means you cant have other rights.-/ 3

53/Annie Mae Johnson, another accepted white witness, was
unable to read the Ninth Amendment. In her testimony on Nov-
ember 12, 1964, she read "constitution" as "consideration"
"disparage" as "disparge" and could not read "enumeration" at
all.
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On the standard application form (See Appendix D 1)

the most difficult question is 20(a) which is:

"Do you regard these duties and
obligations [of citizenship] as
having priority over the duties
and obligations you owe to any
other secular organization when
they are in conflict."

The fact that white applicants answer the question correct-

ly although they were unable to read it or to understand

some of the words which it contains demonstrates that they

have received assistance in completing their application

forms.
54/

Tor example, Charlie Frank Horton, — whose education

is "8th garde", was unable to read this question (UT 555-

556). When given a second opportunity to read it on the

cross-examination he testified (UT 557):

A. Do you regard these obligations and -- do

you regard these duties and obligations as

having priority over the duties and obli-

gations -- and the seek-over--

Q. What is this word?

A. And.

Q. What? This word?

A. Seek-over--ask-over--

Q. Do you know the word?

A. Let's see--

Q. S-e-c-u-1-a-r -- do you know it?

54 /
This applicant couldn't spell his own name. He was

specifically asked whether his middle nafne was Frank
and he answered that it was (UT 552). On his application
(P1. Ex. 6 C386) he spelled it Farnk three times.



A. (No response)

Q. What? You don't know it. Do you know the

next word?

A. Obligations where there are in --

Q. Yell, O-o-n-f-l-i-c-t. Do you know that word?

A. No.

Q. Did you receive assistance in making out your

answers in any way?

A. No, sir.

Another white witness, Earl Weaver Jr., who gave

his education and business experience as "5th grade. My

Traid Staple Jack" (Pl. Ex. 6 C92) read this question for

the Court (UT 572) as follows:

A. Do you regard those duties and -- obligations

as having -- as having priety over the duties

and obligations to any other circular organi-

zation when they are not in conflict.

Q. Do you know the meaning of the word, "secular"?

A. Well, no, I don't think I do.

Q. You don't think you do?

A. No.

Bernice Davis, a white woman with a 9th grade ed-

ucation, (UT 594) became registered to vote on October

17, 1963 (P1. Ex. 6 C380). She also was unable to read

question 20(a) correctly for the Court (UT 596):
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Q. Would you take this application form -- do

you see this question right here -- will you

read it?

A. Do you regard these duties in obligations as

having -- over the duties and obligations you

owe to any other -- I don't know that word --

organization when they are in conference.

Q. Do you know what that means?

A. No -- yes, sir.

Q. What does it mean?

A. It means, regards other things for --

Q. I see. Thank you, Mrs. Davis.

In addition white witness Luther G. Wallace (UT 341),

who took two hours to fill out the application form,

Frannie Lee Duncan (UT 401) and Louise Hamm (UT 600) testi-

fied that they did not know the meaning of the word "sec-

ular."

The practice of giving aid and assistance to white

applicants, but not to Negroes explains how it happens

that 00 percent of the white applicants, including many

with very little education, have managed to pass the tests

which have brought about the rejection of so many quali-

fied Negro applicants.

n
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E. Discrimination In Grading Test Performances.

Discriminatory grading of test performances, while a

crude and elemental form of discrimination, still continues

in Dallas County. Such discrimination is shown in the

Board's grading of the written questionnaires and tests

and in its grading of the oral questions and oral reading

tests. In some cases the Board rejected Negroes for non-

existent errors while grading white applicants fairly.

In others the Board closed its eyes to Negro qualifications

and to white errors.

1. Grading of written answers.

Jean Pritchett, a Negro and J. W. Summerlin, a

white person, are high school graduates who attempted to

register in 1963. The application of each is filled out

in good handwriting and each application contains at least
55/

one minor error or omission.	 On each application form

is a notation indicating the oral question was answered

55/ On Pritchett's form her business experience is omitted
from question 8(11). P1. Ex. 6-B8. The omission in question
11 could not have been a basis for rejection since many appli-
cations containing such omission were accepted. See Appendix
B, Table IV. Errors and omissions on accepted applications.
On Summerlin's form his references' post office addresses are
omitted from question 15(21), his wife's name is omitted
from question 4a(2a), and his date of residence in his precinct
is omitted from question 19b(5b). P1. Ex. 6-C307.
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correctly. Pritchett, in question 17(20) said the duties

and obligations of citizenship were:

Truth, Honesty, and religion.

Summerlin's answer to the same question 14(20) was:

Truthfulness, Patroitic [sic] &
Honestly [sic]

Question 17(20) is marked wrong on Pritchett's form, and she

was rejected by the Board; it is unmarked on Summerlin's

form, and he was accepted by the Board. Copies of the first

three pages of each of these two forms follow this page.

Jean Pritchett met with no more success when she applied

again in November 1963. Although she filled out a form on

which the only error was her omission of business experience
56/

in question 21(l1), 	 her application was rejected. Doris

Green, a white person, applied two weeks before Pritchett.

She also omitted her business experience from question 8(11).

Her application was accepted. (P1. Ex. 6-C559). Pritchett

and Green were each required to interpret the Ninth Amendment

to the Constitution:

I think this statement means that there
are certain rights in the Constitution
of the United States that give the people
certain rights that shouldn't be denied.
[Pritchett; denied.]

They are certain righs in the Constitution
to go by but also dosnot d'fier.L/others
rights. tGreen; accepted./

56/ P1. Ex. 6-B445. The only other possible error is in ques-
tion 15b(5b), where the registrar has written and circled the
number 36; but Pritchett also wrote in a "36."
57/ Below this word the registrar has printed the correct
word, "DENY."
58/ For other such comparisons see, e. g., P1. Ex. 6-BiD and
C278, B679A and C924.
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APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION, QUESTIONNAIRE AND OATH

1.641.... AzZ ....j.Y(....-	 ........... do hereby apply to the Board of Registrars
I

	 of
I A. 6 S

_.._.._...... County, State of Alabama, to register as an elector under the Constitution and laws of the State
of Alabama, and do herewith submit answers to the interrogatories propounded to me by said Board.

llama of Applicant

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. State your name, the date and place of your birth, and your present address: 	 ë'V
/'•	 !4Li	 ..........

2. It you claim that you are a bona fide resident of the State of Alabama, give the date on which you claim to have become such
DALLAbona tide resident'........... 	 (a) When did you become a bona fide resident 	 !	

-( 4?
County: ..t...L .......... __.......(b) When did you become a bona tide resident of ... 	 ......Ward or precinct

3. If you intend to change your place of residence prior to the next general election, state the faets:._._.___..................

4. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration a;avoter- .. ... (a) It so, give the facts:

5. Has your name been previously stricken from the list of persons registered:.._A.L_.,._..__......_._____.............

S. Are you now or have you ever been a dope addict or an habitual drunkard: ... 	 (a) It you are or have been a dope

addict or an habitual drunkard, explain as fully as you can: .	 -.--.	 -..-.. - ......

7. Have you rver been legally declared insane: i>'' . (a) It so, give details:

I. Give a brief statement of the extent of you education and business experience:

...................-........ ...........--..- ------....---.--- ......-

5. Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a felony or crime or offense involving moral turpitude: ... 	 (a) It so,

give the facts: ....................,.... ............. ..........._,....

10. Have you ever served In the Armed Forces of the United States Government: .. .Z^ . (a) If so. state when and for appro*i-

snatelyhowlong' ....................	 ........- ..........

II. Have you ever been expelled or dishonorably discharged from any school or college or from any branch of the Armed Force,

ofthe United States, or of any other country: "C'	 (a) If so, state the facts:.....- ..... ........... ............._ ......... --

12. Will you support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of Us. State of Alabama:



13. Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any group or organization which advocated the overthrow of the United

States Government or the government of any State of the United States by unlawful 	 (a) If so, state the fade:

14. Will you bear arms for your country when called upon by it to do 	 (a) If you answer no, give reasons:......................

15. Do you believe in free elections and rule by the rnaorit:./k_..

1 Will you give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United Stain Government or the government of the State of Alabama:

' ()Name some of the duties and obligations of citizenship: ... .Z

(a) Do you regard those duties and obligations as having priority over the duties and obligations you owe to any other secular

organization when they are In conflict:.

Ia. Give the names and post office addresses of two persons who have present knowledge of your present bona tide residence at

the place as stated by you:... 	 JL.L?''	 ........	 - ....

.......... ._	 ................

19. Are you marrie or uingie'22'J (a) If married, give nme, residence and place of birth of your husband or wife, as the

case may be:	 --.---..-.- .... ........................

......
(	 1.

CT
20, Give the na.. . _ .,,	 . 1 tpffl'dy, where you have lived during the last five years; and the name or names by which

you eve been known during the last five years:.	 Ji!4d..	 -4 .r.	 .......

z!E?ffT±4......
21. It you are self-employed, state the nature of your business'..............._. 	 ___.... ..............

(a) If you have been employed by another during the last five years se the nature of ure7! ,and the name

or names of such mioyer or mpioyers and his or their

____



- C
—?A\	 . - 

OATH
JR , 1. ,

&TATE OF ALABAMA. . ....L....... .COUNTY

Before me,	 .. -	 4.Js.k...., a registrar in and for said county and state, personally appeared

-.... ,. ......................... .............. ...., an applicant for registration ii
an elector, who  by me first duly sworn deposes and says: I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the foregoing answers to
the interrogatories are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, Information and belief. I do further solemnly swear
(or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Alabama
that I do not believe in nor am I affiliated with, nor have I been In the past affiliated with any group or party which advocated
or advocates the overthrow of the government of the United States or of the State of Alabama by unlawful means.

...

Sworn to and subscribed before me in the presence of the Board of Registrars this the 	 ,

Member of the	 of Raw.frara for	 .......................... .	 County

SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION. AND OATH

STATE OF ALABAMA....................- ................. COUNTY

Before the Board of Registrars in and for said State and County, personally appeared

................._......._.. ............. ............ ....................., an applicant for registration who being by me,
iP'uU name of applicant)

.. ...................., a member of said Board, first duly sworn as follows: "I do solemnly
tAny member present may administer oath

swear(or affirm) that in the matter of the application of 	 . _.._	 ._..._..._. ..................__.. .. .. .....
for registration as an elector, I will speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help me God," testifies as
follows:

	

My name is	 .. .-_.. - .................. , and I have heretofore executed the "Application for
Registration. Questionnaire and Oath" submitted to me by the above-named Board of Registrars.

In addition to the information given on said "Application for Registration. Questionnaire and Oath," I depose and state
as follows:

1. 1 was previously registered in the following State and County in the years named ............ - ....

If applicant has never been' registered In Alabama or any other 11*1,, he should so Indicate.)

2. 1 have never been convicted of any offense disqualifying me from registering.
Board should call applicant's attention to Section its. Constitution, and Title Ii, Section 13. Code of Alabama 1540. U applicant cannot

Snag. foregoing statement. facts shall be ascertained and registration refused. union fully pardoned and right to cote restored.)

S. My present place of employment is ............................................ .......... .....

4. 1 know of nothing that would disqualify me from being registered at this time.

(Signed) ..............- .. ...........

	

	 ..
(N.at. ol Applkaat)

Swornto and subscribed before me this the..__ ....day of ................. 	 ., lL....._...

Maatkr SI Cmesy ud SI



241	 APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION, QUESTIONNAIRE AND OATH

hereby apply to the Board of Registrars of

^^.5--...._.._.County, State of Alabama, to register as an elector under the Constitution and laws of the State
of Alabama, and do herewith submit answers to the interrogatories propounded to me b said Board.

Name at AOPlkeet

2. Has your name been previously stricken from the list of persons registered: 	 l< <%
3. Are you now or have you ever been a dope addict or an habitual drunkard: 	 (a) If you an or have been a dope

addict or an habitual drunkard, explain as fu11y as you can:.—

4. Have you ever been legally declared insane:. 	 LV_ (a) If so, give details:

5. Give a brief statement of the extent of your education and business experience:

6. Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a felony or crime or offense involving moral turpitude: * 0 (a) If so,

give the facts:

7. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces of the United States Government:. 	 (a) if so, state when and for appeoas-

mately how long:	 .—

8. Have you ever been expelled or dishonorably discharged from any school or college or from any branch of the Armed Foram

of the United States, or of any other country:.... Q_-- (a) If so, state the facts-

9. Will you support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Alabama /
10. Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any group or organization which advocated the overthrow of the United

States Government or the government of any State of the United States by unlawful means:_ 	 (a) It s% state the facts

11. Will you bear arms for your country when called upon by it to do ao 	 ) If you answer	 one masons.

1i Do you belie" in free doe loos and rule by the majority /%
	 •



13. Will you give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States Government or the government of the State of Alabama:

14. Name some of the duties and obligations of citizenship:__ _^e j 	 e^	 /"GklZemot!

(a) Do you regard those duties and obligations as having priority over the duties and obligations you owe to any other secular

organization when they are in conflict

15. Give the names and post office addresses of two persons who have present knowledge of your present bona fide residence at

the place as stated by you: 	 9?	 .L	 , -- 4Z. L _. ^A^

18. Are you married o; single :^'1	 a) If married, give name, residence and place of birth of your husband or wife, as the

case may	 0

17. Give the names of the places„ respectively, where you have lived during the last five years nd the name or names by which

you have been ]mown during the last five

18. If you are self-employed, state the nature of your

(a) If you have been employed by another during the last five years 	 nature of your employment and the name

or names of such employer or employers and his or their addresses:

O

19. If you claim that you area bona fide resident of the State of Alabama, give the date on which you claim to have become such

bona fide resident: 	 Ple 	 (a) When did you become a bona tide resident of 	 61.1. S

County:___C/,rQZ_, 7! 	 (b When did you become a bona tide resident of 3 1	 Ward or

20. If you Intend to change your place of residence prior to the next general election, state the facts 

21. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration as a voter: .___ P (a) If so, give the facts:

IL.	 .a	 ,



e

l	 1 , IJvS."^^^

OATH

STATE OF
	

COUNTY

Before me, ..__.__ __	 __t.^C l2ti_^, a registrar in and for said county and state, personally appeared

Fn i4 I...___ 	 an applicant for registration as
an elector, who being by me first duly sworn deposes ah I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the foregoing answers to
the interrogatories are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. I do further solemnly swear
(or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Alabama•
that I do not believe in nor am I affiliated with, nor have I been in the past affiliated with any group or party which advocate4
or advocates the overthrow of the government of the United States or of the State of AI?bama by unlawful means.

Sworn to and subscribed before me in the presence of the Boar4 o 	 gistrars this the._	 _ t	 =	 t __, 1 .^_.

Member a th ou&of Regm;4 for._._	 -A 1. L A -.__._ _ County

SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FOR REGIST$ATION. AND OATH

STATE OF

Before the Board of Regis an in and for said State and County, r onally appeared

Ids_.. frYl!^ 1^" 

	

	 an applicant for registration who being by me1

a membe/of said Board, first duly sworn as follows: "I do solemnly

swear (or affirm) that in the matter of application of .._ ..-.
for registration ap an elector. I will speak Ut truth, the whole
follows:

nothing but the so help me God," testifies as

My name 
Registration, Questionnaire and Oath" submit to me by the

In addition to the Information given on skid "Appliq^
as follows:

. 1. I was previously registered in the follow

__-e 	 erect fi b. or
(U aPPLcant has aevar bees rsafatarad	 Mama orf,

2. I have never been convicted of any offense
/ward should e.0 appuaant. attention to section ial,

ovate !ongoing Wateen nt, facts .Aati as ascertained and regUtra

and I have heretofore executed the "Application for
above-named Board of Registrars.

Lion for Registration. Questionnaire and Oat," I depose and state

and County in the years named	 _

e should w indicate.)

g me from registering.
and Title
union fully pardoned and might w we""r,r N.) u po 

t ea^tr

g. My present place of employment L

4. I know of nothing that would di /alit► me from being re erect at this time.

^ 	 REMAAtB

Swann to and subilbsd before as this t) e 1	 day



Copies of this test and the first two pages of each of these

forms follow this page.

2. Grading of oral answers and reading.

The Board has taken advantage of the opportunity

to discriminate that is afforded by the lack of a record

of the quality of the applicant's oral answers and reading.

Reverend Horace Echols, a Negro college graduate whose

application of October 1963 was rejected, had filled out a

form with no errors. P1. Ex. 6-B. On his form a registrar

wrote "Questions OK" and then wrote "No" over the "OX",

indicating that Echols had, after some vacillation by the

registrar, flunked the oral test. Echols testified:

Q. What questions were asked of you?

A. Well, they wanted to know - he wanted to

know who made the law of the land of this

country.

c. What did you say?

A. I told him the Congress of the United States

made the laws.

Q. Let me ask you whether or not you were asked

who represented you in the Federal Government?

A. That is true, yes.

Q. And do you remember your answer to that?

A. I told him our Congressmen represented us.

Q. Did he ask you to name those Congressmen?

A. He did.

Q. What did you say?

A. I told him Mr. Hill and Mr. Roberts. (UT 358-59)
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APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION, QUESTIONNAIRE AND OATH 	 3^  ?3 j,

I. -.-M Lod^ls+tN_6 2! _......__......._...	 do hereby apply to the Board of Registrars a

County, State of Alabama, to register as an elector under the Constitution and laws of the State
of Alabama, and do herewith submit answers to the Interrogatories propounded to me by said Board.

None of Applicant

QUESTIONNAIRE

1.Myour name, the date and place of your yb gth, and our present address:

. /d 11139- 	^.—

2. Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a felony or crime or offense Involving moral turpitude:!.: (a) if ao,

give the facts:..--	 _

/-___

3. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces of the United States Coverrunent:. / __ (a) If so, state when and for approzd-

mately how lon	 ....

4. Have you ever been expelled or dishonorably discharged from any school or college or from any branch of the Armed Forces

of the United States, or of any other country:...!_. .: _ (a) If so, state the tacL:^_.__. 	 ---.-----

5. Will you support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of_ Alabama: . 	 .

6. Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any group or organization which advocated the overthrow of the United

States Government or the government of any State of the United States by unlawful means:. 	 (a) It so, state the facts:

7. Will you bear arms for your country when called upon by it to do so 	 _. (a) If you answer no, give reasons:._ .... _.^

8. Do you believe in free elections and rule by the majority:_

9. Will you give aid and comfort to the enemies of the United States Government or the government of the State of Alabama:

io.Name some of the duties and ligation of citizenship: . 	 _J K%1

(a) Do you regard those duties and obligations as having priority over the duties and obligations you owe to any other secular

organization when they are to conflict:. 	 _.



II. Give the names and port

the laeaastatdby

addresses of two who have present knowledge of bona fide resid

12. Are you marr d or single	 ( ) If marri	 giv name sidence and place of birth

easmay be: _	 .LCd-- 	 G-k^r	 .._...._ ............. -• - 	 ___(L 	 __

13. Give the names of the places, respectively, where you have lived wring th last five ySars:

you ave been kn	 !ng the Ins i/ve years:. /...!1?'J^	 _.. __-., .__ r^_.t.,^^/_/. _

14. If you are self-employed, state the nature of your business: -_....._ 

wife, as the

the note orns by which

w #,,	 •

15. If you claim that ou are a bona fide resident of the State of Alabama, give the date on which you claim to have become such

bona fide resident:	 . /4 	......_. . (a) When did you become a bona tide resident of ..-. - ..__.k;f0.& fie Q_ì ......

County: 

/

i,Ti./ t'9_'._.... (b) When did you become a bona fide resident of.- _.-......_. ---.. Ward or precinct./

18. It you intend to change your place of residence prior to the next general election, state the facts:.._ `-:.__—..._ ............... _._. "

17. Have you previously applied for a , been denied registratlora as a v ter:. . .__. (a) If so, give the facts:...._...

18. Has you#name been previously stricken from the list of persons

19. Are you now or have you ever been a dope addict or an habitual drunkard:_........._ (a) If you are or have been a dope

addict or an habitual drunkard, explain as fully as you can:..._.— 

20. Have you ever been legally declared insane: 	 ...... (a) It so, give details:

21. Give a ief statement of a tent of your educ lion an business ex rience

L	 •



READ: ARTICLr:IX

RESERVED RIGHTS OF PEOPLE: The enumeration in the

Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to

deny or disparage others retained by the people.

1 : 	Please read aloud and then record in writing your under -

standing of the above.

	

.^	 ^ ^►	 y^	 ,'

	^^ '^ , ! 	 ,:^(..N.nS^''' ,!^..!.+tiCl.^..,^t.Gs^t•G 	 Cj'f'Z^,ri^t^' !^-,s' ^"l^ • ^^`'"^- ^'^ ^^

0
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APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION, QUESTIONNAIRE AND OATH

I, 	 ............ do hereby apply to the Board of Registrars .1

County, State of Alabama, to register as an elector under the Constltutln and laws of the State
of Alabama, and do herewith submit answer, to the interrogatories propopnded to me by said Board.

i.__....___
Name	 pp1caat

QUESTIONNAIRE..

1. S)ate y9ur. name, the date and place of your birth, and your present address:	 -_

.CLL. 

2. If you claim that you are a bona fide resident of the State 'of Alabama, give the date on which you claim to have become such

bona fide resident:.../ft'.L..:L.._...............(a) When did you become a bona fide resident ot..._...Q44A& Li2.L.
County: ..............................._......(b) When did you become a bona fide resident of.../'"._...Wsrd or precinct .-

3. If you intend to change your place of residence prior to the next general election, state the

4. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration as a voter: Z...L._. (a) If so, give the facts:............

5. Has your name been previously stricken from the list of persons registered:.—

6. Are you now or have you ever been a dope addict or an habitual drunkard:.._t__._.. (a) If you a:, or have been a dope

addict or an habitual drunkard, explain as fully as you can:

7. Have you ever been legally declared Insane: Z'C	 (a) It so, give details:

8. Give a brief statement of the extent of your education and business experience:

LJ
...............................................

..--..-------.-.-.- ....

9. Have you ever been charged with or convicted of a felony or crime or offense involving moral turpitud.:..Z.2 ....(a) U so,

givethe facts ......._.__.-___.___-

10. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces of the United States Government:. L(. (a) Use, state when and for approxi.

matelyhow long: ........	 ...	 -	 - ......-

11. Have you ever been expelled or dishonorably discharged from any school or college or from any breath at the Armed Foi

of the United States, or of any other country: 	 (a) It so, state the facts:

12. Will you support and defend the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Alabama:



13. Are you now or have you ever been affiliated with any group or organization which advocated the overthrow of the Uatlld

States Government or the government of any State of the United Stat., by unlawful means:.._____ (a) lf.o, state the bill:

S.'

14. Will you bear arms for your country w n called upon by it to do so:.L'LL. (a) If you answer no, give reasons: ...... ..... .. .... .-.

15. Do you believe in free elections and rule by the majority- 616L2)

16. Will you give lid and comfort to the enemies of the United States Government or the government of the State of Alabama:

17. Name some of the duties and obligations of citizenship: .	L<'1 /L J A ' 4L h<i'

(a) Do you regard those duties and obligations as having priority over the duties and obligations you owe to any other secular

organization when they are in conflict:......

18. Give the names and post office addresses of two persons who have present knowledge of your present bona fide residence at

19. Are you ma I"(a) ma led, give name, residence and place of birth of your husband or wife, the

case ma be:

20. Give the names of the places, respectively, whereyoj have liv during the last five years; and the name or names by which
/1,	 ).	 A dl

you have been known 4uring the last

21. If you are self-employed, state the nature of your businew....--

(a) If you have been employed by another during the last fi=sUtp re your	 t and the name

or names of such employer or employers and his or their addresses: 	 Ji&.)



READ: ARTICIZ IX

RESERVED RIGHTS OF PBDPLE: The enumeration in the

Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to

der' or disparage others retained by the people.

1:	 Please read aloud and then record in writing your under-

standing of the above. ^^ `,,PL,L

/^	 ,^
L	 c	 Dom'

te'	 ,: /ina^	 _L
Date
	

Signature

ni



Reverend Echols' experience was not unique. Numerous

other Negroes who testified that they gave correct answers

to the oral questions were graded down for having given
59/

"incorrect" answers.

While Negroes were thus unfairly graded on the oral

question, the vast majority of white applicants were

passing the oral tests and becoming registered voters.

We may never know how many white applicants were accepted

without being administered any such test, but the testimony

of at least one white witness indicates that the oral ques-

tions were apparently dispensed with for some white persons

(UT 343). The Board accepted white persons who answered

oral questions incorrectly. Thus, Dimple Campbell testified

at the November 12, 1964 hearing that when she applied in

1963 her answer to the question "What are the duties of

Congress?" 4was(in substance) "To execute the laws and the

ratification of the United States."

59/	 See, e. g., Crandell Brown, UT 481-85, Pl. Ex. B28;
Beulah Collins, UT 160-61, P1. Ex. B 235; Mary Peeples, UT 346,
Pl. Vc, B 7; Myrtle Brown, UT 309, P1. Ex. B 169; Eva Hines,
UT 386, P1. Ex. B 34; Georgia Henley, UT 178, 79, P1. Ex.
B 177; Vernice Pope, UT 220; Jean Pritchett, UT 239, 40,
P1. Ex. B 8; Ophelia Bady, UT 448, P1. Ex. B 131; Alice Hines
Tucker, UT 455, 57, P1. E;:=. B 33 'and B 178; Sally Smith
Jefferson, UT 426, P1. Ex. B 276; Theodore Sherrer, UT 464,
Pl. Ex. B 39; James Brayboy, UT 533, 34; P1. Ex. B 106;
Charlie Maxey, UT 559, 60, Pl. Ex. B 183.



3. Grading of the form as a whole.

The Board's policy, in the words of this Court,

is that "no particular question has any particular value;

it's an over-all proposition" (UT 110). Neither the

Board's testimony nor its records reveal what factors

are considered in determining the "over-all proposition."

Gaddis Maddox, a white person, and George Williams, a

Negro, both applied in April of 1964. Williams filled

out Parts I and II of his form perfectly, scored 100%

correct on the Part III test on government, and spelled

correctly all five of the words dictated to him by the

registrar; six words are circled in the excerpts from the

Constitution, suggesting failure to pronounce those words

correctly. He was rejected (Pl. Ex. 6-B 569). Maddox,

on the other hand, omitted the addresses of references

called for in 1)uestion 15, missed one of the four govern-

ment questions in Part III, and missed two of the spelling

words; none of the words in the excerpts from the Consti-

tution are circled. Maddox was accepted. Copies of

Part I, I1, and III of these two forms follow this page.

In truth, the "over-all proposition" standard for

grading means a racial standard.
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APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION. QUESTIONNAIRE AND OATHS

96	 PART I

(This is to be filled in by a member of the Board of Registrars or a duly authorized clerk of the board. If applicant Ii a married woman.
she must state given name by which she Is known, maiden surname, and married surname, which shall be recorded as her toll name.)

Full NameL. -,i
LAst Kid"

Date of Birth-..-I	 Race.	 ______

Residence Address:._J C	 -	 -
Mailing AddreuJ

Voting Place: Precnct	 rk	 District.-

Length of Residence: In State	 il

Precinct, ward or dicJ _ 

Areyou a member of the Armed Forces?..!. 	 _... - -- -	 ---.---.---------------

Are you the wife ofa member of the Armed pors?..2.._	 -

Areyou a college .................. so, ......... ..... .--•--_--

Have you ever been registered to vote In any other state or In any other county in Alabama? .	 If so, when and in

what state and county and. if in Alabama, at what place did you vote in such county? ...

Highest grade, 1 to 12. completed—A.L.—.— ....—where 	 LJIJ.
Years college completed 	 ._._Where..

PART II

(To he filed In by the applicant to the presence of the Board of Registrars without e.slctanee.)

do hereby apply to the Board of Registrars of

County. State of Alabama, to register as an elector under the Constitution and laws of the Stat, of Alabama and do hers-

with submit my answers to the Interrogatories propounded to me by the board.

(Sgnatur, of Appbcanl,i

1. Are y ou a citizen of the United Stairs!___

2. Where were you born? _

3. It you are a naturalized citizen, give number appearing on your naturalization papers and date of issuance.....

4. Have you ever been marr4ed?...)24. It so, give the name. residence and place of birth of your hu.ibind or. wife

Are you divorced?._



5.List the places you have lived the past five years, giving town or county and state L2.....

+	 J.
	 _-,

6. Have you ever been known by any name other than the one appearing on this application?..e If so, state what name

7. Are you employed?.	 If so, state by whom. (If you are self-e

Mc._	 -.,.- -------- - ---------- - ------ .

8. Give the address of your present place of employment 	 --------

9. If, in the past five years, you have been employed by an employer other than your present employer, give name of all em-

ployers and cities and states In which you worked .....

10. Has your name ever been stricken for any reason from any list of persons registered to vote?.. .If so, where, when,

and why?. '-	 ................................................................................ 	 ..........	 .... ..........._...-

11. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration as a voter? 	 - If so, when and where?

..- .........................

12. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces?... ........If so, give dates, branch of service, and serial number

............... 4c/2i.2.2 .................

13. Have you ever been dishonorably discharged from military service'............

14. Have you ever been declared legally insane? ..._7 	 ........If so, give details...........

15. Give names and addresses of two persons who know you and can verify the statements made above by you relative to

your residence in this state, county and precinct, ward or district 	 .......... IC /t4..
.	 C....	 .. ....

.1

16. Have you ever seen a copy of this registration application form before receiving this copy today?...' If so, when and

where? .:...................................... . ......... ..... ........ .... ......... - ..... ................ ...............	 -

17. Have you ever been convicted of any offense or paid any fine for violation of the Ia 	 or No) If so, give the
following information concerning each fine or conviction: charge, in what court t i , fine	 posed, sentence, and, if
paroled, state when, and U pardoned, state when. (If fine is for traffic violation 	 need write below only the

words"traffic violation only.") 	 ......... ........ ... ..... ........................-..-.-..- ............................................

	

.,..	 •:_	 -.=__--_-_-_.•.
Remainder of this form is to be filled out only as directed b y an Individual member of the Board of Registrars.)

PART III
Part III of this questionnaire shall consist of one of the forms which are Insert Part IT! as herein below set out. The Inrert shall be fattened

to the questionnaire. The questions set out on the insert shall be answered according to the instructions therein set out. Each applicant shall
demonstrate ability to read and write as required by the Constitution of Alabama, as amended, and no person shall be considered to have com
pletod this application, nor shali the name of any applicant be entered upon the list of registered voters of any county until after such Inserted
Part III of the questionnaire has beep satisfactorily completed and signed by the applicant.



INSERT PART III (3)

(The following questions shall be answered by the applicant without assistance.)

1. In what town or city is the courthouse located In this county? ,it!	 ,.^

2. How many stars are there in the United States Flag?__..5Q

3. What is the lawmaking body of Alabama called?

4. Those who shall be convicted of any crime punishable by imprisonment in the state penitentiary shall be disqualified from

voting in Alabama. (True or false) 

INSTRUCTIONS "A"

The applicant will complete the remainder of this questionnaire before a Board member and at his instructions. The Board
member shall have the applicant read any one or more of the following excerpts from the U. S. Constitution using a duplicate
form of this Insert Part III. The Board member shall keep in his possession the application with its inserted Part III and shall
mark thereon the words missed in reading by the applicant.

EXCERPTS JROM THE CONSTITUTION

1. "The congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respectinAAhe territory or other
property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this constitution shall be so onstrued  prejudice y claims of the
United States, or of any particular state."

2. "The ratification of the onvention f nine states, shall be sufficient for the establishment of th eonstitu	 between
the states so ratifying the same.

3. "The electors hall meet in their respective states, and vote by ballot for president and vice-president, one of whom, at
least, shall not Tie an inhabitant of the same state with themselves."

4. "The person having the greatest number of votes as vice-president, shall be the vice-president, if such number be a
majority of the whole number of electors appointed, and if no person have a majority, then from the two highest numbers
on the list, the senate shall choose the vice-president; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole num-
ber of senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice.

INSTRUCTIONS "B"

The Board member shall then have the applicant write several words, or more if necessary to make a judicial determina-
tion of his ability to write. The writing shall be placed below so that it becomes a part of the application. If the writing is
illegible, the Board member shall write in parentheses beneath the writing the words the applicant was asked to write.

HAVE APPLICANT WRITE HERE, DICTATING WORDS FROM THE CONSTITUTION.

L	 ..	 i I_ • .. /►
Signature of



	

744;	 /
APPLZCATIO/FOR REGISTRATION. QUECTIONNAIRE AND OATHS

(This is to be filled in by a member of the Board of Registrars or a duly authorized clerk of the board. It applicant Is a married woman.
the must state given name by which she Is kanwn, maiden surname, and married surname, which shall be recorded as her lull same.)

FullName: 	 .CbDD..L..S_ .............Last	 First	 MI

Dateof Birth: ..	 l	 .......,j........

Residence 

MailingAddress . ......... ........._............_.... ....... 

Voting Place: Precinct

Length of Residence: In State.-	 .... County....-O.... .A...A._

	Precinct, ward or district	 _ ... .......

Areyou a member of the Armed Forces?..Ai.P........................----- .. ---- -...-_______.............-...-.... 	 .

Are you the wife of a member of the Armed Forces? ........-_ ............._ 

Areyou a college student? ........1..P...... If to, where ..................... ---------------- ........ .........................................

Have you ever been registered to vote in any other state or in any other county in Alabama' 7'i.. If o. when and in

what state and county and, if in Alabama, at what place did you vote in such county?. C4, 0A

Highest grade. I to 12, completed . . /	 ............ .. Where/1.4.R. _w '

Years college completed

	

	 .............. Where ... ......... ..__.................... ....- ............ .....

PART II

ITo be fU in % I the applicant in the presence of the Board of Rcjtatrsis without a.tstanc-.

do hereby apply to the Board of Registrars of

County. State of Alabama, to register as an elector under the Constitution and laws of the State of Alabama and do here-

with submit my answers to the interrogatories propounded to me by the board.

1

%%ere were you

.Ar

	

 .....::.	
____

3. 11 you are a naturalized citizen, give number appearing on your naturalization papers and date of issuance 	 TTiI_

4. Have u ever been marrledi,4 It so, give the name, rv,idcnce and place of birth of your	 wife

	

An you divorced? ..... 	 ........_	 .............. ____________

.---.,..,-, ...



5. List the places you have lived the past five years, giving town or county and state.._ _ ............. 	 _._._ ..^_.,

6. Have you ever been known by any name other than the one appearing on this application?.M..-_If so, state what name

7. Are you ployed? 	 If so, state b	 om. (If you are self-employed, state , this.)--_—__-._ 	 ____ 

8. Give the address of your present place of employment ..._.. 	 + __ ._	 __ _ _ ... ^_. _ ..

9. If, in the past five years, you have been employed by an employer other than your present employer, give name of all em-

ployers and cities and states in which you worked..._.......LL^!L! 	 _..._ _ _.. 

10. Has your name ever been stricken for any reason from any list of persons registered to vote?/Irk__. If so, where, when,

andwhy'......

11. Have you previously applied for and been denied registration as a voter?.	 __ If so, when and where? _.._

12. Have you ever served in the Armed Forces?	 If so, give dates, branch of service, and serial number

13. Have you ever been dishonorably discharged from military service?-...___._

14. Have you ever been declared legally insane?.-:.. 	 ......_.It so, give details

16. Give names and addresses of two persons who know you and can verif he statements ade above by you relative to

your residence in this state, county and precinct, ward or district..__	 '	 - .

16. Have you ever seen a copy of this registration application form before receiving this copy todey?../.U......If so, when and

where? _ __ _

17. Have you ever been convicted of any offense or paid any fine for violation of the law?..14-... (Yes or No) It so, give the
following information concerning each fine or conviction; charge, in what court tried, fine imposed, sentence, and, if
paroled, state when, and If pardoned, state when. (It tine Is for traffic violation only, you need write below only the

words"traffic violation only.")._._..,........_.....................__._........

(Remainder of Ws form is to be filled out only as directed by an individual member of the Beard of Registrars.)

PART III
Part IH of this questionnaire shall consist of one of the ferns which are Insert Part III as herein below met out. The inert shall be festen.d

to the questtonnalre. The questions met out on the Insert shall be answered aceordlng to the Instructions therein get out Each applicant shall
demonstrate p	 toability to read and write as s^qu,̂ ired by the onstituton of Âltahbeama. as amended, and nopp̂erson shall be considered lave rem-

P M of apthe quesu *oa re has b aNWtaetorr completedate  and^al/e*
pm 

bythe opplioat►R^tn
ed vote» at stir county natal slier cud► Insertedeete!

art

S



1

WSW PUT Ia (3)

(The following questions shall be answered by the applicant without assista .)

1. In what town or city Is the courthouse located in this catmtyt_..__

2. How many stars are there in the United States !'last_..

3. What is the lawmaking body of Alabama called?

4. Those who shall be convicted of any crime punishable by im	 the state penitentiary shall be disqualified from

voting In Alabama. (True or false)

INSTRUCTIONS "A"

The applicant will complete the remainder of this questionnaire before a Board member and at his inaU'uctons. The Board
member shall have the applicant read any one or more of the following excerpts from the U. S. Constitution Using a duplicate
form of this Insert Part IIL The Board member shall keep in his possession the application with Its Inserted Part III and shall
mark thereon the words missed In reading by the applicant.

EXCERPTS FROM THE CONSTTTtt'PION

1. "The congress shall have power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other
property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice say el " s of the
United States, or of any particular state."

2. "The ratification of the conventions of nine states shall be sufficient for the establishment of this constitution between
the states so ratifying the same."

3. 'The electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote by ballot for president and vice-president, one of whom, at
least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with themselves."

4. 'The person having the greatest number of votes as vice-president, shall be the vice-provident, it such number be a
majority of the whole number of electors appointed, and if no person have a majority, then from the two highest numbers
on the list, the senate shall choose the vice-president; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole num-
ber of senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice.

INSTRUCTIONS "B"

The Baard member shall then have the applicant write several words, or more it necessary to make a Judicial determina-
tion of his ability to write. The writing shall be placed below so that it becomes a part of the application. If the writing is
illegible, the Board member shall write In parentheses beneath the writing the words the applicant war asked to write.



F. The Board Has Discriminated by Slowing Down
The Receipt of Applications for Registration

The Board has inhibited any effective Negro voter

registration by slowing the receipt of applications for

registration. In Dallas County, where less than 5% of the

adult Negroes are registered, slowdown practices have the

inevitable effect of freezing out of a voting status a

high percentage of qualified Negro applicants and dis-

couraging Negroes from attempting to become registered

voters.

1. The Board admits no more than four applicants at a

time to the front room, and tests but one applicant at a

time in the back room.

The front room of the registrar's office is used by

applicants to fill out their applications -- except for

the Insert Part III and other tests. (UT 32.) The Board

admits no more than four applicants at one time to the
60,

front room. 	 Board then tests applicants one at a

time in the back room.	 (UT 32, 55, 159, 224, 245.)

Each of the rooms in the registrar's office is about

12 • x 12'. (UT 62.) In the front room are two tables

and four chairs for the applicants' use, and one small

desk for Registrar Atkins' use. (UT 62.)

60 / Amelia Boynton, who frequently serves as a supporting
witness, testified that she has never seen more than three
applicants in the registrar's office at one time (UT 142.)
Registrar Atkins testified that the Board takes between
3-5 applicants at one time; one of these is admitted alone
to the back room (UT 54-55.)

M



Jean E. Pritchett, Negro, testified that when she applied

on November 18, 1963 (UT 245):

[T]hey weren't filling all the seats • . .
where they could have taken more than one
person, maybe two, where they could have
taken more than two, they weren't taking
all they could have taken.

Pritchett arrived at the courthouse on November 18, at

8:00 A.M. Except for a lunch break from 12:00 P.M. to

1:00 P.M., she stood in line and did not enter the regis-

trar's office until around 3:00 P.M. (UT 244-45.)

Only 22 applications were received the whole day. (P1. Ex.

5 (N81)),

Before the complaint in this case was filed, the 61/

Board received as many as 152 applications in one day.

On that day, assuming it was an eight-hour working day,

the Board processed an average of 19 applications each

hour. Yet the Board was using the same office space then
62/

as it now uses,--

2.	 Negroes have had to stand in line for long hours

waiting to apply to register to vote.

Jean E. Pritchett, whose testimony regarding her

registration experience on November 18, 1963 is outlined

above, also attempted on October 7, 1963, to apply to

register. She testified that on that day (UT 242) :

A. I stood in line all day; all day long.

61/ This day was October 17, 1960. On February 5, 1962,
the Board received as many as 83 applications. No Negroes
applied for registration on either of these days. See
P1. Ex. A, B-3, B-4, and B-5 in the May 1962 trial of
this case.

62/ See the testimony of Colonel Bibb in the May 1962
trial of this case.
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Q. And did you have any experience with

respect to the line that day?

A, Well, I got out of the line to make

a phone call, and I was calling my

husband so he could bring my shoes,

and I was wearing heels that day, and

I went and got back into line, and when

my husband brought my shoes, I went

out to the car to get them, and he

drove up right beside the street,

and I went out to the car to get my

shoes, and I went back and got in line,

and Mr. Clark [Dallas County Sheriff]

walked over and told me I would have

to leave the line, and I said, "...I

just went out to get this package," and

then he said, "You will have to get out

of line," and I said to him then, "I

am standing here in my same place," and

he said, "You will have to go and get

to the end of the line" and I walked on

after that.

Pritchett walked to the back of the line. She was not

taken that day for application. (UT 24.2.) The Negro

community held a voter registration drive on this day.

(UT 139-40.) During the day, FBI Agent Archibald L.

Riley sass 200-300 persons in line to apply for registra-

tion -- "There were between 30 and 40 .	 • white
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persons, and the rest were Negroes." (UT 622.) Crandell

Chestnut Brown, I!egro, described the day (UT 485);

That was a hot day that I went
down a little before nine o'clock,
and I stood out in the sun several
hours, and I got a chance to get in
that afternoon. I stood in line until
they came from lunch, and I wasn't
allowed to leave the line. The water
was unplugged, and there was Sheriff's
deputies standing around, and if you
left the line you were to go to the
end, which was about two or three blocks
away.

The Board received a total of 54 applications of Negro

and white applicants on October 7. (P1. Ex. 5 (N45).)

Horace E. Echols, Negro, stood in line on three days

before he could apply to register to vote on October 22,

1963. He testified about his registration experiences

(UT 357) :

A. There was a long line of us, and

we finally had to settle for

taking numbers to get in.

Q. How many days did you go down

before you got a number?

A. I went down three days.

Q. Did you have to wait all day

there for three days, or did

you stay there all day?

A. Ito, I didn't stay all day ---

Stayed until I got hungry.

Q. About how long did you stay?

A. Oh, until about three.
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Mary Sarah May Seales, Itegro, also applied in

October, 1963. She testified (UT 369):

Q. ?Jhen you went down to register,

did you get in the first time

that you went down?

A. Ydo I didn't.

Q. ?'Then you went down, how many

days did you go before you actu-

ally got	 in	 to register?

A. I was down three days,	 and I

got	 in	 the fourth day.

Q. 11hile you were down there on the

three days	 .	 •	 .	 did you	 stay

all day?

A. I did,	 all but	 one day.	 I went to

lunch one day.

Q. The	 other days,	 you stayed at	 the

courthouse the entire day?

A. That's	 right.

Q. Standing	 in	 a line?

A. In	 line,	 yes.
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The effect of the Board's slowdown is most striking

during this month, October, 1963. On October 15,

Sheriff James Clark instituted a numbering system whereby
63 /

each applicant received a priority number, 	 and also

began the practice of requiring applicants to sign a

63/ Sheriff Clark explained the numbering system as
follows:	 (UT 145, 150):

A. !!hen they signed their name, we

gave them a number . . . and if

they were standing in line at the

end of the day, when they came in

the next morning we would take the

previous number -- they would turn

in the previous number, and could

get a new number, starting with

number 1. If they showed up after

a certain time, they had to take

the numbers as they came to them,

although they had a number for the

previous day.
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sign-up sheet. The following chart reflects the number

of priority numbers passed out October 15 through

October 31, 1963, and the number of applicants who,

although they received priority numbers on a particular

day, remained unprocessed at the end of the day (UT

623-26, 47):

Date Numbers Received Unprocessed

10-15-63 60 Not Obtained

10-16-63 60 23

10-17-63 60 13

10-18-63 60 Not Stated

10-21-63 60 12

10-22-63 60 22

10-23-63 59 20

10-24-63 53 30

10-25-63 49 17

10-28-63 45 Not Stated

10-29-63 At least 40 25

10-30-63 42 15

10-31-63 27 (as of 8:30 a.m.) 15

The following photographs represent the registration

lines formed on October 15, 16 and 18, 1963. The lines

were formed along the side of the Dallas County

Courthouse in the alley. (UT 622-23.)
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P1,	 17
October 15, 1963; No. 15

P1. E, 16
October 16, 1963; No. 7



P1. Ex. 16
October 18, 1963; No's 7 (top) and 8 (bottom)



Approximately 60 numbers were passed out each

registration day from October 15 through October 31.

On none of those days, however, were 60 applications

received. Applicants were invariably made to return

the next registration day, exchange their old number for

a new one, and begin again to wait their turn to apply

to register. The numbering system is a subterfuge-- it

is used in the name of order but its effect is to limit

and delay Negro voter registration. During the month

of October, 1963, the Board took applications nineteen

days. They processed an average of only 27 applications

a day.

[-1ith the commencement in February 1964 of the use

of the new form the Board began administering the three

new tests embodied in the PartiIl Insert and began to

require applicants to produce supporting witnesses to

vouch for them. (UT 70 and P1. Ex. No. 6 A 75, B 517,

C 843, and D 264). Because the tests are longer and more

complex and are administered to only one applicant at a

time, the delays are compounded.

The results of these new procedures are reflected

in the statistics for July 1964 when the Negroes con-

ducted another voter registration drive (UT 	 During

the five consecutive special registration days in July

no more than 21 persons were able to apply for registration

on any one day. (Pl. Ex. 6). The following chart shows

the number of persons who signed up and received numbers,
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but who, at the day's end, remained not processed by
6

the Board.

During 1963 and 1964 the Board neither used its

existing facilities to capacity, nor expanded its

facilities to capacity, nor expanded its facilities

to accomodate increased voter registration. The Board

continuously limited the number of applications it

received by accepting no more than four applicants at a

time to fill out their application forms.

By contrast, the Board during its precinct

registration in October 1963 allowed at least six white

applicants to apply and take the test at a time

(UT 297-98). No Negroes applied during precinct regis-

tration.

The preferred treatment given white applicants is

dramatically illustrated by the December 16, 1963

episode. The registrars registered thirteen white appli-

cants on a non-registration day and pre-dated the

application forms and the Minute Book to December 16, 1964.

64/ This chart is based on a comparison of the Sheriff's
sign-up sheets (P1. Ex. 12) with the Board's Minute
Book (P1. Ex. 4). The sign-up sheet shows those persons
who received priority numbers for application register;
the minute book shows those persons who applied to register.

Date Signed Up Unprocessed

7-6-64 50 28
7-7-64 21 1
7-8-64 20 5
7-9-64 25 11
7-10-64 30 11
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Referring to these applicants, Registrar Bibb testified

that he definitely remembered no instance in which the

Board went outside of its ordinary hours of business to

accept applications from anyone (UT 683), and that he

could not specifically recall whether these persons were

college students who came in on a special registration

day Christmas vacation instead of another time (UT 690-

91). Registrar Allen, however, gave quite a different

story, and admitted (UT 698):

[I]t was not on December 16 that those
applications were received, and why I
dated them December 16, I don't know,
except just to put it back in December
business.....

Allen testified that the Board had selected two special

registration days near Thanksgiving in order to accommo-

date the college students, but since the Federal Bureau

of Investigation was at those times photographing voter

registration records in the registrars office, he (Allen)

told the students to return on another specific special

registration day during the Christmas vacation (UT 697-

98), The notice which the Board was required by law to

publish listed no registration days near Thanksgiving
65/

or during Christmas vacation of 1963. (P1. Ex. 18):

6_S/ The Board's clerk, Mrs. Horne, testified at the
November 12, 1964 hearing that the only notice of
Thanksgiving registration days consisted of markings
on the calendar kept in the Board's office.
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However, the white students who came in during Thanksgiving

vacation were each asked to return (UT 699):

Q. What method did you use to notify
the students?

A. Just word of mouth. I told them
when they came in the days before
and after Thanksgiving, "If you
will come back- on such and such
a day."

The Board falsified the application forms by pre-

dating, to a publicized registration day, the taking of

the oath. The Board falsified the Minute Book by pre-

dating the entries of the thirteen white applications to

that same registration day. These acts could be for no

other reason than to conceal the special registration days

held for these thirteen applicants.

The Board, in its treatment of applicants under

twenty-one years of age, has slowed down Negro registra-

tion while placing no such barriers upon white registra-

tion. Alice Hines Tucker and Geraldine Huggins, Negroes,

applied for registration in April, 1963 (Pl. Ex. 6 B33 and

B35). Both were rejected as being ineligible to register

because they were not twenty-one years of age or more.

Tucker testified (UT-455) that the registrar "looked at

my application ... and he noticed I wasn't 21, and the

lady, she said, 'That disqualifies her".
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Her application is marked "not considered - no appli-

cation - not 21." Huggins application bears the nota-

tion, "Not eligible -- not 21." Both of these applicants

had less than four months before they became twenty-

one years old. Neither of these applicants were accept-

ed for registration; their applications were not held

pending their coming of age.

By contrast, however, Tommie Jean Peacock, a white

applicant for registration on January 22, 1962, was not

yet twenty-one years old when she applied for registra-

tion, and yet her application was not rejected. On her

application form (Pl. Ex. 6 Cl), the following notation

appears:

"on checking this application it was
found that this person was not 21
and therefore not eligible to take
this test. After due consideration
it was decided to issue her a cer-
tificate on i-1ay 7, 1962, as she had
become 21 years of age. This course
was followed in order to void [sic]
favoring anyone by permitting this
person to repeat this test."

Peacock was not required to take any further tests in

order to become a registered voter. She was automatical-

ly placed upon the voter rolls when she became of age.
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G. Perpetuating Past Discrimination By Progressive
Raising RegistratioReq uirements and Standards.

At the original trial and in the subsequent appeal

in this case the United States sought relief from standards

and requirements being used by the defendants which are

more stringent than the standards and requirements applied

to white voters during the period 1954-60 when a pattern
66/

of discrimination was found This relief was denied.

The Court of Appeals felt that the freezing principle

"should be invoked only where there is a great need for

it," and it was confident that "practices of the Registrars

beyond the limitations of the Constitution and Alabama law

soon will be eliminated pursuant to this opinion." The
67/

Court said:

The only remaining freezing could come
as a result of differences of practices
allowable within the zone of permissi-
ble interpretation of Alabama law.
Where in this zone, or how strictly the
Board will interpret Alabama law, is
yet to be determined, As long as there
is the ability to reapply, it is
unlikely that within this zone there
would be any freezing effect so great
as to amount to an injustice. That
determination, however, might better be
made when the specific facts and figures
are before the Court."

The specific facts and figures are now before the Court.

They prove that the defendants in their standards, practices

and requirements have gone beyond the zone of permissible

65/ This Court found that from 1954 through 1960 white
applicants were not required to fill out or understand
the application forms, were assisted in answering ques-
tions on their forms, and were accepted even when their
forms contained numerous errors. The records shows that
during this period white applicants were not required to
take any tests. P1, Ex. A in the May 1962 hearing.

67/ United States v. Atkins, 323 F. 2d 733, 745 (5th Cir.1963)
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interpretation of Alabama law and the zone of permissible

conduct under Federal laws

We now find a 12% rate of acceptance of Negro appli-

cants compared to a 6% rate which existed prior to the

original trial. We find the defendants continuing to

engage in discriminatory practices despite the clear injunc-

tion of this Court. And, despite the numerous admonitions

contained in the opinion of the Court of Appeals, the

defendants have continued to tighten progressively the regis-

tration standards and requirements in Dallas County. The

defendants continued to use the application form as a strict

test by which applicants were rejected for technical errors

or omissions, 68/ They continued questioning applicants
regarding their knowledge of the Constitution and government

6/
and their understanding of the meaning of difficult words. -`

The defendants adopted on their own and wholly outside

Alabama law an interpretation test requiring applicants to

interpret portions of the Constitution to the satisfaction

of the registrarso^0/

68/ See Section IIA of this Brief.

See Section IIC of this Brief.

70/ Ibid.
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As of January 1964, the application form was being

used as a test and applicants were required to answer cor-

rectly the question requiring knowledge of how many repre-

sentatives are accredited to Alabama and why. This too was

a creation of the defendants. In February, 1964 the defend-

ants, without consulting the Court and in disregard of the

injunction, began to use the Insert Part III which added the
following tests in addition to the requirement of completing

the application form without assistance. Applicants were

given four questions testing their knowledge of government;

they were required to read aloud from excerpts of the

Constitution; they were required to write from dictation
71/

words chosen by the defendants from the Constitution.~

In May, 1964 the defendants, without instruction and

without authority of law, added to these tests the require-

ment that the applicant must give a satisfactory interpreta-

tion of excerpts of the Constitution. 72/

In September, 1964 the defendants began to use the

revised Inserts Part III which imposes upon applicants

the following tests. Applicants are required to write

71/
See Section IIC of this Brief.

7?/ Ibid.
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from dictation one or more excerpts of the Constitution;

they are required to answer four questions on government;

they are required to read excerpts from the Constitution

and demonstrate their comprehension of those excerpts by

answering four questions based thereon.7-

That each new series of standards and requirements

is progressively more stringent is obvious from looking

at them, It is also obvious from the statistics showing
74/

the rate of acceptance of Negro applicants; 	 and in fact

showing the rejection of qualified Negroes. 5/ In short,

the point has been reached in Dallas County where there

is now a solid freeze.

The Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has now

given full effect to the freezing principle. U. S. v.

Duke, 332 F 2d 75.9 (5th Cir 0 1964), The Duke case has

been followed and full freezing relief has been granted

by districts courts in Alabama. U. S. vm Cartwright,

230 F. Supp 0 873 (M. D. Ala. 1964); and U. S o v. Hines,

Civ. Action No. (N, 1. Ala. Sept01964).
The prohibition against freezing practices is also

76
now embodied in the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

73/ See Section IIC and Appendix D-III of this Brief.

74/ See Appendix B, Table I.

75/ See Section IIIB of this Brief.
76/
r- 42 U.S OC. 1971(a)(2). See Section IV of this Brief. Infra.
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IV.

THE DEFENDANTS A E VIOLATING THE
CIVIL' IGHTS ACT OF 1964

The Civil nights Act of 1964 embodies the prin-
37/

ciple that: 7

No person acting under color of law
shall--(l.) in determining whether any
individual is qualified under State
law or laws to vote in any Federal
election, apply any standard, practice,
or procedure different from the stand-
ards, practices, or procedures applied
under such law or laws to other individ-
uals within the same county, parish, or
similar political subdivision who have
been found by State officials to be
qualified to vote.

The Insert Part III tests which have been used

since the passage of the Civil :*sights Act of 1964 and

which are now being used are in direct violation of

this section. A majority of the individuals in Dallas

County who have been found by the registrars to be

qualified to vote were not and have not been subjected

to these new practices. Applicants now are required

to answer questions testing their knowledge of govern-

ment, to write from dictation excerpts of the Consti-

tution and answer questions based thereon. These

applicants clearly are being subjected to standards,

practices, and procedures different from those

applied in registering voters in the past.

77/7' 42 U.S.C. 1971(a)(2)(A)
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At the original trial in this case it was shown

that about 59.7 percent of the white persons of voting

age and only 1.61 percent of Negroes of voting age were

registered to vote in Dallas County. During the period

front at least 1952 through 1960 only an application

form was used as a basis for determining qualifications

of applicants. During that same period, about 47

percent of all applications filed by white persons

were filled out in whole or in part by persons other

than the applicants. Also during the same period

Negro applicants were discriminated against pursuant

to a pattern and practice of discrimination.'

the use of the new and more stringent tests in Dallas

County violates 42 U.S.C. 1971(a)(2)(A).

The procedure by which the literacy of applicants

is now tested by requirthg them to write from dictation

excerpts from the Constitution also violates 42 U.S.C.

1971(a)(2)(C) which provides that:

No person acting under color of law
shall--(C) employ any literacy test
as a qualification for voting in any
Federal election unless (1) such test
is administered to each individual
and is conducted wholly in writing,
and (2) a certified copy of the test
and of the answers given by the individ-
ual is furnished to hira within twenty-
five days of the submission of his
request . . .

A dictation test is by its very nature not wholly

in writing. The State therefore is absolutely barred

n12/United States v. Atkins, 323 F.2d 733,36 (C.A.5, 1963).
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by the Civil Tights Act from employing such tests.

The applicant is entitled to a "copy of the test and

of the answers given", not merely to a copy of his

response to oral dictation.

GThat the Civil .Tights Act avoids is the discretion

and non-reviewability inherent in any oral testing of

qualifications. There is no way to review the speed

with which the dictation is given to each applicant.

Speed may very well vary with the person giving the

dictation, ITo review is possible as to the clarity

or lack of clarity of the pronunciation and enuncia-

tion of the person giving the dictation. These are the

evils at which the Civil Tights Act strikes.

The practice of requiring applicants to answer

questions testing their knowledge of government and

to read excerpts of the Constitution and answer

questions based thereon, even though wholly in writing,

also violates 42 U.S.C, 1 71(a)(2)(B). This subsection

provides:

No person acting under color of law
shall--(3) deny the right of any in-
dividual to vote in any Federal election
because of an error or omission on any
record or paper relating to any appli-
cation, registration, or other act
requisite to voting if such error or
omission is not material in determining
whether such individual is qualified
under State law to vote in such election.

The only qualification under Alabama law touching

upon the literacy of applicants is the requirement

that applicants be able to read and write any article

of the Constitution of the United States which may
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12/
be submitted to them by the registrars. 	 The

tests embodied in the Part III Inserts are not

tests of the ability of applicants to read and write
ai

articles of the Constitution. 	 Failing these tests,

therefore, by the making of errors or omissions is

not material to any qualification under State law.

The knowledge of government test relates to

no substantive qualification whatever under State

law. It is not sufficient for the registrars or even

for the Supreme Court of Alabama, acting administra-

tively, to say that "persons ought to know something

about government in order to vote". Applicants, to

be sure, must under Alabama law "embrace the duties and

obligations of citizenship". But this qualification

is unavailing, since one would have to stretch "embrace"

to mean "understand" and to hypothesize that under-

standing the duties and obligations of citizenship

requires a thorough knowledge of government and the

Constitution. This connection, if it is one, defies

all reason. The Alabama requirements of loyalty and

good character were designed to test, and adequately

test, whether applicants "embrace" the duties of

citizenship.

As to the test that requires applicants to read

excerpts from the Constitution and answer in writing

four questions based thereon, it is clear from the

79/	 of Alabama, 	 Le f l , Section 3l.

0/ TTe except, of course, the reading aloud test from
the earlier insert and the writing from dictation
in the new insert--these two tests are invalid
because they are not wholly in writing as pre-
viously discussed.

S1/ Code of Ala., Tit. 17, sec. 32.
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questions that much more than the mere ability to

read and write an article of the Constitution is

called for. Correct answers to the questions ob-

viously require a high degree of understanding and

comprehension of the excerpts from the Constitution.

Thus, neither of these tests is related to the

substantive qualifications for voting laid down by

Alabama law. It follows therefore that errors or

omissions made by applicants in taking these tests

are not material to any qualification for voting under

State law, and that the denial of registration for

such errors or omissions :is prohibited by 42 U.S.C.

1971(a)(2)(B).

The purpose of Title I of the Civil Aights Act

of 1964 is to insure that the registration of voters

is conducted on a fair and non-discriminatory basis.

This purpose is defeated by the adoption and use of

stringent standards not previously applied to those

who now exercise the franchise; by the denial of the

right to vote to those who fail tests which are not

material to the substantive qualifications for voting;

and by the use of oral, non-reviewable testing pro-

cedures.
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THE RELIEF

This Court should make a finding that the defend-

ants have deprived Negro citizens in Dallas County of

the right to register to vote without distinction of

race and that these deprivations have been pursuant to

a pattern and practice of discrimination. This will

lay the groundwork for the subsequent appointment of

a voting referee for Dallas County in the event recourse

to that procedure becomes necessary.

The Court should set forth in its order the spec-

ific standards, procedures and requirements which the

defendant registrars will be permitted to use in reg-

istering voters and which the voting referee, if

appointed, must follow in the testing of the qualifica-

tions of applicants. It is apparent from the attitudes

and actions of the defendant registrars and from the

"standards" which they prepared for this Court that the

3oard does not intend to apply fair standards and that

it would be unavailing to rely on them to submit specific

registration standards, procedures, and requirements

which could be approved by this Court.

It is the duty of a federal court sitting in equity

to grant such relief as will fully effectuate the pur-

poses of the Civil Rights Acts. Up to now those purposes

have been defeated in Dallas County. Relief in general

terms has not been effective. The defendant registrars

need specific guidance from this Court.
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The standards, procedures and requirements set

down by this Court must be those to which white

successful applicants were subjected during the long

period of discrimination between 1952 and 1960. It

is of no moment that requiring the defendant registrars

to follow such standards may require them to ignore or

to violate State law; since these standards are required
82/

by federal law which is supreme.

Uhite persons who became registered to vote during

the period of discrimination were not tested as to their

knowledge of the Constitution, laws, or government,

their ability to read and/or write any material from

the Constitution, or their comprehension of excerpts

from the Constitution, For that reason the use of all

such tests in Dallas County must be enjoined. If an

applicant has at least a sixth grade education he should

be presumed literate. If he has less education and is

able to answer responsively and legibly questions on the

application form relating to his personal background, he

should be judged literate.

82/
There is no novelty in the practical solution of
requiring a waiver of the law for all when some have
been illegally exempted. ^E.,._, Iowa - Des Moines
National Bank v. Bennett, 2C4 U.S. 239; Cf. Nashville
C. & St. L. ay. V. Browning, 310 U.S. 362; United
States v. Bausch and Lombe Co., 321 U.S. 707 •, United
States v. Gypsum Co., 340 U.S. 76; Ethyl Gasoline Corp,
V. United States, 309 U.S. 436, 451.
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No time limit should be placed upon the period

during which these standards and requirements should

be effective. Although a time limit was invoked in
83/

two I,Iississippi counties,	 none was invoked in the

Cartwri7ht and Hines cases in Alabama.—/ The reason

for the distinction is clear -- in Mississippi the

registrars receive applications during regular hours

every weekday; in Alabama and particularly in Dallas

County the registrars receive applications as a regular

matter two days of each month, although there are some

statutory exceptions for special registration days.

The defendant registrars are in contempt of this

Court t s orders and should be required as a condition

to purging themselves of that contempt:

(1) To register forthwith all Negroes

who have applied for registration to

vote since flay 1962 and whose applica-

tions show them to possess the qualif-

cations established by the findings and
85/

decree to be entered in this case;

83 /Panola County, (U. S. v. Duke, 332 F.2d 759 (C. A0 5,
1964)) and Tallahatchie County, (U. S. v. Cox, (C. A.
No. D.C.-53-61, N.D. 'Liss, June 24, 1964)).

S4/
Amore County, (U. S. v. Cartwright, 230 F. Supp. '073
(M.D. Ala,, 1964)) and Sumter County (U. S. v. Hines,
(C.A, No. 63-609, N.D. Ala., Sept. 17, l96)).

85/
A list of these applicants appears in Appendix C to
this Brief.
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(2) To agree that hereafter applicants

regardless of race will be registered

in large groups as expeditiously as

possible; that arrangements be made

for facilities (such as a courtroom)

in which large numbers of applicants

can be processed simultaneously. If

the defendants cannot obtain other fac-

ilities, this Court should order them

to use the Federal Courtroom in Selma

when this Court is not in session there;

(3) To submit within thirty days for this

Court's approval a plan for the exped-

itious receipt of applications telling

what facilities the Board plans to use,

how many applicants it plans to process

simultaneously, and including a year's

schedule of registration days showing

on what extra days the Board will be

available to receive applications;!/

(4) To abandon the reouirement of a support-

in; witness.

86/ The Board has shown that it will make special
accommodations, even during Christmas vacation,
to receive applications of white persons. A food
faith plan will expand this type of accommodation.
to include all prospective applicants who cannot
conveniently apply during regular hours on regular
registration days.
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(5) To design and submit to the Court

for its approval within ten days

a notice of rejection which will

provide for every possible specific

reason for rejection_.

It is imperative that the relief include a

re^ruirement that the defendant registrars report on a

monthly basis to the Court the action it has taken in

registering and failing to register white and Negro appli-

cants and the specific reason for each rejection. The

Court of Appeals said (at page 733) that the "practices

of the Board warrant close inspection". Accordingly,

the United States Government must be given the right of

inspection and copying the records of the defendant reg-

istrars at any and all reasonable times.

As the Court of Appeals stated:

The right to vote is one of the most
important and powerful privileges which
our democratic form of government has
to offer. Although state governments
may regulate this right, they are subject
to close judicial scrutiny when doing
so .

Negro citizens of Dallas County have been and are effec-

tively disfranchised. This Court's relief must finally

secure to Negroes that "most important and powerful"

privilege.
Zespectfully submitted,

VE OL JANSEN	 BU ICE W :SHALL
United States Attorney 	 Assistant Attorney General.

JOiITT DOAT:
DAVID L. ^10n.MIOT

3RIAN x:. i,AITDSBERG
Attorneys,
Department
of Justice.
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C E J. T I 7 I C A T E

I hereby certify that I served the attached

brief for the United States in United States v.

Atkins, et al., Civil Action io. 2584, upon the

persons and at the addresses listed below by

mailing to each a copy of said brief by United

States mail, postage prepaid, on this the 20th

day of November, 196k•.

Gordon Padison, Esq.
ssistant Attorney General

State of Alabama
Montgomery, Alabama

Mr. T. G. Gayle
Attorney
Selma, Alabama

.•onorable Blanchard McLeod
Solicitor, Fourth Judicial Circuit
Camden, Alabama

1.r. Frank J. Mizell, Jr., Attorney
309 First National Bank Building
Montgomery, Alabama
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